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Haala nd secure s a .spot· in the runni ng
By Greg Flemming
_
f·our candidates for UN H President--incl uding
interim President Gordon Haaland-wifl spend
two days on campus in the next· two weeks.
Following the string of meetings with trustees.
faculty. staff. students. and alumni, the Presidential
· Search Committee plans to make their choice-,by
mid-Ma~<
According to a news release issued by the .
committee, the four finalists and the days they'll
visit UN H are:
·
•Dr. Shirlev S. Chater. a counei'l associate with the
American Council on . Education in Washington,
DC April 24-25:
.
•Dr: Edward S. Todd. executive di.rector of the
Center for Management Studies. State University
of New York at Old We"stbur~r, Long Island. NY.
April 26-27:
•Dr. Gordon A. Haaland, interim' president of
UN H since Evelyn Handler's resignation last June.

On El-ection .Dny

·

ApriUO-Ma{l : '
• Dr. H. George Frederickson. president of Eastern
Washington University in Cheney. Wash .. May 3-4:
These a re the first names released by t-he second
search con1mittcc .'iincc it began "~' ork in November.lt followed a ten-month search that failed -toproduce a candidate
the job.
'
The person chosen by the 15-member committee
must be approved by the University System Board
of Trustees.
.
·
·
The schedules of each candidates' visit •- are
essentially the same. They will meet with faculty
from 2-4 p.m. on the first da~' here and with
students from 2-3 p.m. on their second day.
They will also meet with University System
Chancellor Kaspar Marking, Haaland and his staff,
deans. trustees, PAT staff. Operating staff. student
representatives. alumni, and the public.
Each candidate is scheduled for two meetings.
one for an hour and the second for two hours. with

for

Richard Morse, chairman of_the Board ofTrustees.
The four candidates were selected from about
150 people who applied or were nominated for th~
position. The committee has interviewed the four

final c~ndidates. a .., \-vei l at! four other semi -finalists.

Biographies of the four finalists were issued by
the search committee in the news release.
Dr._ Chater joined · the American Council on
Education's Div1sion of Academic Affairs and
I nstitu.tional Relations in 1982, after serving since
1974 as vice chancellor and assistant vice chancellor
of academic affairs at the University of California
ii:t San Francisco. She worked on campus and
system-wide committees dealing with long-range
pla.hni_ng. academic programming policy. and
university and industry relations.
· A specialist in nursing education, she holds a
joint appointment as professor in the Department
FINALISTS, page l1

SBP cand idate s
dig out the__dirt .

B L. p
·t
require an SBP candidate to
Y isa revos
.
win with over 50 percent ofthe
In what SBP rnnd1date John
Davis called a "'last · ditch vote.
, Fauske said yesterday that
at te mp t to hring'more mud into - t h'c Democra ric st ud'cnt
th eir campaign." SBP and
Oru.anilation (DSO) was
SB VP candidates Chris Fauske distt:ihutin.!!. 2700 copies or the
and Dan Land ri.u.a
- claims Davis:
- n issued a
letter which
letter to the student hody
•was forced to resign from
~.Cs'terda~, \.\hich ljUestioned the
~
the Students · 1-or
The
v,ilidit:, of thejr oppollcnts'
Uniwrsit\ (SI-U) after - five.
hackgrounds.
\.\eeks oC the academic year
l),\\ is and his runninu n1atc
_h,ecause he "\.\as unable to do
T ed F, non have bi1s:d -the
th~j6b'":
.
strcngtl; of" their campaign on a
•r,rn the I 98J Granite into
broad. cross-section of "thousands
of dollars of dcht"
npcricncc. hul in the letter as actinu. editor-i
n-chief:
issued h\ their opponents.
•failed to stop the
Da\is' "list of credentials" is
introduction and approval of
called nothinl!. more than a
the chanu.c in course drop
series or high~ sounding titles
deadline t~ three weeks into the
backed b~. little _ii' any succes~ ... semester. although he
served cm
The two teams face each
the
Academic
Senate
at the . Overturned umbrelh1s, a necessary weapon against the harsh spring
other at the polls toda~ 1 and
time. Davis now advocates the Fairchild into a maze Monday
morning·.(Hiedi Witty photo)
tomorrow for the second time
repeal or this policy.
this month. In the April 6
Fauske said all the
election. Davis , Eynon led with
statements were confirmed hy
.:rn.7 percent or the vote to SFU records. Student J\ctivit\
. Fauske , I.andrigan's 26.9
I-cc Council (SAFT) books.
~rccnt. UniYersit)' regulations
:.ind Academic Senate records . .
.
"We have been trying not t<)
-INSIDErun a muckraking campaign ... 8}' Dan Landrigan
h, Arca I coordinator Arrne
hut we feel it is important that
An incident involving
l.a,,ing.
the students are told the truth." alcohol resulted in the April 5
l.:.rninu. ne\cr met with
h:lllsk c said. "We haven't lied dismissal ·or three UNH
Ho\ srndthcfore the conference
about an',thinu. anJ we don't resident assistants ( RA\).
where she fired him. he said.
feel that Davis \110uld get :.l'MI~.
I-red Hoysrndt. an R/\ from
While Scars didn't drink an\
with it."
·stoke · Hall. and his l"iancce alcohol during the evening. sh~
HoweYcr. last night o ·avis Mar\ Fllcn Scars. an · RJ\ in failed to report
Ms. Hoysradt.
rehulfrd each or the statements Scot-t Hall. were fired and her hrothcr and the third
RJ\.
as ··outriu.ht . accusation:,; made e\ ictcd from their · rooms
l-lo\sradt said he was upset
with no ~rounds at all." ·
if)CC:.l use the~ sen e~I Ho~ srad t \
with ·the inconsistcnn of ,the
Da\is ~aid he sen-cd on Sl-ll 1-9-vcar. I I-month-old sister. decisions at~d the ha1<1111css
of
from Ma, 1 to Oct. I and met .lea~. a strawberry daiquiri in the
punishment.
"mam tin1es" over the summer Scars' room.
with. - the U niversit'.) System · A third R/\. ,tlso rrnm Scott
He drew a comparison to his
Board or Trustees and the Hall. v\ho did not \\ant her situation: "It '· ou get caught
UN H\ haseha/1 team heat
llnivcrsit\ S\stcm . Stt1dent name printed. \\as tired in speeding do~- (;U expect to !~)SC
Bcmclvin. 6-0 2-0. in a
Board. H~ left his pos"ition to -connccticin \\ith the sam.c \our license'!"
douhlcheader last Fridell'".
take.over
as Greek Svstem · incident. She \\ill rontinuc in · Ms. H m sradt. who has been ·
Sec story. page 24.
·
. p r C s i<l C 11 t w hC n r () 1: m C r her position until the end ot'thc hired. on prohation. as an RA
president. E llen Hume. semester.
!"or next ':car said she still
Calendar .................. page 5
resigned. he said.
Ho\sradt said that Scott intends to- he an RA. ·hi.it "I
Classified .... ~ ........ :.. page 19
"It\ like any type ofjoh offer H·all hirector C'riristine Hickc:, ha\en't ljUitc decided why )Ct.
Comics ................... page 18
,_. ou move up whenever you asked if am· drinking was · I'm not real!,. sure I have .that
Editorial ................. page 12
u.ct'a
chance.'' Dmis said.
u.oi nu. on in t h-c room a 11J Sea rs much faith i11 the ·system any
Features ................. page 15
~ His explanation for the
~aid~,. cs..
more.
Noti·ces ............•....... page 6
Granite budget overrun. which
·1 lie decision to fire the RJ\ \ , , ·i:hc resiµcpt\ of H oystfadt \
Sports ..................... page 24
v\as made the following Frida~. rl~)or were upset with the
LETTER. page 9

weather, made this hallway in
·

RAs fired for servi ng mino r
.

decision to fire the.ir RA.
One resident said "The
punishment didn't fit t_hc crime.
It was their honesty that pegged
them."
He described the , floor\
reaction as hostile and s~1id he
planned on expressing ' his
opinion at a.floor meeting to he
held h~- Sue Gagnon. Stoke
Hall Director. to explain the
firinu. .
A 710 t he r fl o o r me m her.
freshman Doug Leach. said "I
think they were. just trying to
p.rove a point ahout their
alcohol policy."
.
. I.each said a resident of the
floor met with Lawing · to
discuss the issue. but said she
was "unreceptive."
Hmstradt is now livinu. with
lncnds m the area and Scars .is
living in Salem. .
Scars and Hickey declined to
comment on the inc_ident and
Lawing could not he contacted
for comment.
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New York Ti11J,es_ polls studen ts for Best Buy guide
·By .Chris Heisenberg
7
· Ten . UNH students have
been selected for a New York
. Times survev which will
determine.if the University will
be included in a guide of the
nation's best schools.
The book, entitled The
Selective Guide to the Best
Buvs in College Education wil.l
fea.ture brief summaries of the
schools selected by the Times,

based on_ the ~urvey results . . ,,- for st udents to answeL ·
'.h~ Times included UNH m
_ Sanborn chose the stude~ts
~ s1mil_ar sur-yey two years a~o. to respo!1d to the su:v_e_y, with
mcl_ud1~g ratings on acad~m1cs, . the advice of ad~1mstra~ors
s_o~ial hfe, and · th e quality of .a nd st udents_, _ inclu?ing
ltvmg.
S t udent Body Vice Preside_nt
Dean of_ Students_ Gregg ~oy Lenardson a~d Ad~11sSanborn said he rec~1ved th~ s10ns Representa t1ve Etna 1:
r~guest fr_om the T1m~s lase Sunde. The other respondents
Fnday. _It m~Iu_des a ~e~t1on [or names have not be_en released.
the . Um\iersity admm 1st rat~on . !he st ~dent section requeS t s
to fill out, as well as a section mformat1on on the type of

Candid ate hop~s !or no taxes

By John Gold
Arnie Erickson is running
for the US Congress, and if
-elected, will push to eliminate
the federal income tax.
"Taxation is theft,,_, Erick s on

told The New Hampshire in an
interview Wednesday evening.
"When you are not stealing 25
to · 50 perce_nt _ of people's
income, they could retain that
money and their extra spending
power could bolster the
economy . " Al th ough he
admitted a similar plan by
President . Reagan has not
worked, he said Reagan's plan
was "watered down."
Erickson is the Libertarian
candidate for the first
.Congressional District seat
now held by Norman
D'Amours. Erickson was
. nominated at The • New
Hampshire Libertarian Party
convention held March 31.
Erickson has vowed to
. remain a New _Hampshire
citizen . iC elected, saying he
would work for a "weekend
congress'\ allowing congr_ess-.
i men ; to ,go
l;l,om½ ;during , th e
week. ·
"I don't ~think legislators
,should be full-time," Erickson
said. "They should still be

receive word b>"_the sunimef if

Sanborn said.

members of the community . would advocate the
withdrawal
th ey represent.,,
of all troops from overseas."
Erickson, 31, lives in Epping,
Although the party does not
NH, where he is headmaster
and teacher at the West Epping · back the current freeze on
nuGlear weapons, Erickson said
Family School, operated out of he ii. in f:avor o f unil:at e ra(ly
his home.
dismantling land-based
The Libertarian party is
.
missiles along with the Soviets.
based on non-interference in
The Libertarian part)' also
people's lives. "Live and let live
wants a "c;rash progran1" to
is the Libertarians credo," develop a "nuclear
umbrella", a
Erickson said. "It's up to the
_
defense
·against
nuclear
missiles
people to regulate their own
that would make the weapons
conduct."
.
obsolete, Erickson said.
.The Libertarians are
Erickson said the United
recognized in all 50 states.
States
could eliminate the
In New Hampshire there are six
federal income tax by
Liberatarians in office, three in
· the state's Constitutional '"abolishing all the actiVi_!i~_s it_
supports," · including federal .
Convention and three in town
health and · Social Security
offices .
programs.
They have been organiied .
· "It's not the government's
since 1972, and Edwa-rd Clark,
business to run Health
the Libertarian candidate for
Education and Welfare
president _i_p 1980 gathered
programs," Erickson said.
-..-aTmosf a -millio"n,, votes in that
He said he would replace
.election, Erickson s,'!id.
Soc;ial Security benefits with
"Ifs an indication of the
Individual Retirement ·
\breadth of our support,'·' he
Accounts (IRA 's) from banks.
;said.
He also said · it was the
· A major difference between
responsibility of US citizens to
the Libertarians and other
Htabli's he'd ' pi olitkaJ' 'p' adies' is ' support the "downtrpdq.e.n and
lrnndicrnpped ."
~-,
their stand on foreigµ <_1ffairs.
"l_t
wou"'ld be up "tc>'")'OU and
· :.. \\le · a·d v o c a t e-· s t r i c t
April showers made pedestrian travel Monday a miserable
n_eu_tr__al_i_t_'L'_,_,_,___E
, r_ickson s_aid. "I ERICKSON, page 1_8
experience.(Toby Greenfield photo)

1nTERNATIOnAL

Nicarag·u ans seek Israeli
aid
The largest Nicaraguan rebel force plans to ask
Israel for military aid because Congress has denied
the authorization of any further CIA expenditures
for the fight against Nicaragua's government, said a
rebel official Sunday. The official, a member of the
Nicaraguan Democ.ratic Force, said the leaders of
his organization were scheduled to meet with US
intelligence officials Monday to discuss their
options for finding new funds. The rebel leader said
· Israel would be the best place to look for arms,
because the . Israelis have the best technical
experience.

·Thai refugee camp
shelled
Vietnamese forces in Cambodia shot down a
Thai spotter plane a.nd shelled a refugee campjust .
inside the Thai border, forcing tens of thousands of
refugees to flee into the jungle. At least 85 civilians,
mostly women and children were killed . or
wounded. Vietnam, which drove Cambodian
leader Pol Pot from Phnom Penh in Januar>; 1979,
-began · a riew major offensive on Thailand several
weeks ago, and is reportedly coordinating the drive
on three different fronts along the Thai border.

lllllalll.,-.
Moynihan -resigns from
In!~lligenc e Committee
, Sen'ator Daniel.Patrick Moynihan,re~ig.n ed from
his ,. pcist as - vie;~, chairman - of the ·· S~nf¼-te .Select ,Committee on Intelligence. According to the New
0

students at U_NH, the ·social DNH will 'be included in ·the
fife, housing and eating book.
facilities and . the financial -- Sanborn said he did not
advantages. The survey must know how many co.lieges had
be returned by Friday.
_ been asked to respond to the
Questions for the admini- survey, but he said the"
stration deal with the size of the included both public and
campus, the number of private schools .
students, and the educational
"If The New York Times
programs offered, according to- · feels from the responses that we
Sanborn.
·
. are one of those schools, we
Sanborn said. _he expects to would be very happy,"

I

I 1'

York Democrat, q1e CIA broke its "relationship of
trust" by failing to inform tµe committee about its

role in the. mining of Nicaraguan harbors.
Moynihan made ·his decision known Sunday on
. ABC's "This Week With David Brinkley", adding
his resignation was.the most emphatic way he could
expres·s his view the Committee was not properly
_b riefed on the mining.

Hart edges Mondale in
Arizona
Senator Gary Hart emerged as · the winner
Sunday in the · Arizona· Democratic presidential
caucuses. With 99 percent of the votes counted,
Hart had 45.5. percent, Walter Mondale had 39 .8
percent, and Reverend Jesse Jackson had I 3.4
percent of the vote. The tight vote indicated Gary
Hart would probably finish with 17 of the state's 33
pledged national convention delegates to 15 for
Mondale, and one for Jackson.

LOCAL

Nursing Hon~r Society to
he chartered ·
More than 110 people were inducted into a new
chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, a national nursing
. honor society at {)NH on ~.unday, April 15. Sigma
Theta Tau sponsors research and promotes the
development of nursing leadership and scholarship,
and has 65,000 members in 162 chapters.

Keegan to speak ~t UNH
Critic Judith Keegan Gardiner will speak on
Wednesday, April 18, at 4:00 in Hamilton-Sf11ith,
Roam 216.
Gardiner uses psychoanalytic theory to explore
,the , connections· · between female identit)' and
-wo_men's writing. Her recent criticism illuminates
. the c9mplex -relationship -between women writers
aqdAheir characters; the· interdependence of lives
and texts,: '; :J
~:
••

Her topic will be .. Gender, Value, and Doris
Lessing's Cats." The lecture is a presentation of theUN H Writer's series.
·

UNH inventions at Tech
Tran sfer Con£ere.nee
Twelve UNH inventions-· were presented at · a
University-Indust ry · Technology Transfer
Conference in Boston last week. The conference
brought together representatives · of about 60
businesses and researchers from 11 New England
universities to discuss possible commercialization
of specific research projects. Among .the projects
presented from UN H were an electrosurgical
hazard monito:r for hospital use, an . electropneumatic converter, and a free-standing module
for shellfish aquaculture .

Sta_te revenue up almost

-30o/o
A package of new and increased taxes broughtin
nearly a 30 percent increase in revenues for New
Hampshire in the first nine months of the fiscal
year, reported state officials. The biggest revenue
producers were the business profits tax, the real
estate transfer tax and the tobacco levy, all of which
were increased in the last session of the Legislature.
The revenues are expected to erase a $40 million
deficit by June 1985, the end of the biennium. In
fact, if the revenues continue at their current pace,
i the state could real1ze a $1 7 million surplus by 1985.

Weaiher .
Showers are likely today with variable
cloudiness, clearing up towards night, temperatures
in the 50's. Considerable cloudiness and off.and on
showers are expected for the rest of the week.
T.ernperatures will be mjld_,, in the . mid_' 50,'s.
·.',, ..
'

•.'

••,•
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Caucus . rights pay
wrongs for .women
.

.

By Andrea Parker

Unifkation church members sang as their introduction at a meeting they held last Friday in Ham.1
Smith 225.(Scott Young photo)

Moon's logic fails to impress

University, but his prelimina.ry
The Facul.t~1 raucus data showed median. salary
yesterday backed a measure descrepancies· at the assistant
recommending that extra professor level in the meeting
mone\' be put ;side to correct yesterday.
salar~/ discrimination against
Hurd hopes to have full data
wonien faculty at UNH.
available by the erd of the
Female assistant professors semester.
.
in the School of' Life Science
The measure. approved by
and Agriculture arc e~rning an unanimous voice vote. asks
average of $2,700 less than that special attention be given
men. despite · women having · at the assistant"professor level.
one year· more experience th,in It requests t.hat an · additional
ri1en~ according to -this ~:car\ _ pool of money be set aside to
salary statistics.
correct salary inequit_ies .
The recommend ~l ti on. . bet ween a II men and women
proposed by the Economic faculty. if they arc found to
Welfare Committee or the exist.
_ _
·caucw,. :-.uggc:-.1:-, th<.: c1dju:-1t- Hurd said interim P-reside m
ment be made before the Gordon Haaland "agreed in
faculty re~ei~e thei~ - ~-oposed sp'irit" with the resolution.
six percent rffGcs next year. · · • Hurd said more specific
Associate Professor of information is needed. but the
Economics Richard Hurd is Economic Welfare Committee
participating- in a detailed and . the Tenured Women's
anal\sis or this '/Car\ salary Facult,- Committee. two ·
_data· to &scove;. inequities. gi·oups ~tudying the issue. seem
Hurd, also a member of the to be getting_ full cooperation
committee. presented recently from the president\ office.
oh ta in c·d data from the
At the meeting. some faculty
president's office ha_sed on member wanted to make clear
s a I a r y a n·d e x p c r i e n c c that the measure was
differences between men and contingent upon the _results of
women at UNH.
the study. anci an amendment
Hurd said the differences
var~, over colleges within the CA UC-US, page 5

By Ken Fish
This was the second - according to a pamphlet put
A young Korean woman
g a t h e r i n g . s p_o n s o re d b y out by the United · Campus
·stood between the_ MU B and
meinbers of the Unification Ministry at UNH. ·
Hood House Friday afternoon.
Church_ to be held -at UNH
Buscovich, a · tall. darkhanding out the .. World
within two months.
haired man in .a _ blue suit,
· University Times·· a
Mike Lima. a member of the . opened his lecture with a prayer
newsletter published by CARP _ - Unification Church. began the
( Collegiate Association for the meeting by introducing s~ven - MOONIES, page 8 Research of Principles). Her people standing in front of the ·
name. Toshie. was written oh
room.
,
each of the papers along with a
Lima explained that they
Manchester. NH address. She woutd "introduce ourselves
. spQke a few garbled E1_1gl.ish through song." He _w,ore _a
Margaret Consalvi
dormitory fees while keeping
"'That's like s~yin_g to th~se
words saying that the "M 1ss10n brown tweed suit and was
Rent
fees
at
the
student
apartment
fees
level.
met
Board
other
guys who hve m the zoos
of the Messiah" meeting wo_uld · clean shaven. as were all <?f the
apartments · should _ not be of Trustee disapproval at last
that you've got to P~.Y $2_5 more
be held in Hamilton-Smith 225 men in the room.
·
1 iric'reased. according i to Dean
·Thursday's ·m eeting. however.
so others can hve m the
at I :00 pm.
·An Indian man. tending a of Stud_ents Gregg ·Sanborn
,Truste~s disagr~ed with
ca~tles." Trustee Stacey Cole
Inside. Nicholas Buscovich. --refresh:ment table. turned mi a :
sa1:d. ·
.
.
.
a minister of the Unification . . tape recording of wind noises. because residents have put up penalizing dormitory ,dwellers
The ra 1se 111 board 1s
church. (part of the Holy Spirit They sounded much like the with . the smoke and headaches for the added costs to the
necessary to .cover a 50 I?ercent
'Association for the Unification ··white-noise generators" sold of the construction still in universit)' which resulted from
.
unexpected expenses in the
cost overrun. The estimated
World Chris't ianity. led by in magazines to promote progress.
His recommendation for a construct.ion of the student
cost of the ·complex - before
Reverend Sun Myung Moon). relaxation and sleep. through
six per~ent increase in apartment ~.9mplex.
contracts were signed wa_s
paced outside the _occupied the sounds of nature.
--·
-·
h_$ 242.000, but the final figure
room. impatient)~, checking his
The twenty minutes of song
ko:~~6~n$385.000.accordingto
watch. then walked in.
and wind centered on Chr·istian
In the classroom. Associate values and love: •.-Stay here
Trustee Paul · Holloway,
Professor of English David with us/ feel us with our love."
chairman of the Finance
S idda II was ri n ish i ng his ' they sang. referring to God.
Committee. told the trustees,
English 784 class (English The wind stopped when they
there was ··no e·xcuse .. for the
-Novels of the 19th Cnetury). · did.
-·
overrun.
.
By
Steve
Ciarametaro
.
full
ten
miles,
accompanied
by
.
He said after class that
.. We .will now try · to present
··1 have a probler.1 with being
Sore
feet
was
a
small
price
to·
_
their
baby-sitter
Eric
Swanson:
Buscovich \ action "annoyed the revefation of our Reverend
sold a program based · on
the _ hell out of me. but not - Sun Myung Moon.,, Lima said:_ pav for UNH students and area 'Scott said he felt '.' pretty good"
estimates and finding those
residents
who
participated
in
a
about
raising
more
than
$25,
- enough to complain about it."
Moon. a Korean immigrant · "Crop Walk" sponsored by the which mighthe said be used to
estimates 50 percent wrong in
. Seventeen church members to the US. claims to have a
less than a year," -Holloway
UNH
Campus
Ministry
to
raise
WALK
page
7
and seven students. including a world _ following of a half
money
for
impoverished
'·
F~~s,
_e__~g~ ~ freshman researching cults for million people. His church · is
nations.
·
--""""'
a paper. attended the meeting. valued at $10 to $15 million.
Money raised by the hikers
will be distributed by the
Church World Service, a
cooperative _ relief and
development agency for 32
J?rotestant and Orthodox
denominations.
Participants in the walk"-athon could choose either a
"I started to get someon.e to four-:mile or ten-mile loop, and By John Gold
It was a distressed white h1ove the car and completely collected sponsors to donate_
rabbit who discovered her car forgot about-it."
money per mile walked. ·
'"I went out and someone - One of those who walked
·· missing from the MU B_parking
lot yesterday afternoon.
_ told me it had been towed.'' was Christine Wiegman, a
The rabbit. alias Mary Sue Loring said. -'"It's riot ri"ght to UNH Commuter StudenL
Loring, was the main attraction tow the Easter Bunny's car."
Christine walked ten miles last
Like most Easter stories, this )'ear, raising over $50.
· at the Red Cross blo9d drive.
This month's theme is · one has a happy ending. Loring
"I see this(theCrop Walk)as
"Everything's hopping at - the said she . retrieved her car at an important move for us to
Smitt\'\ Sunoco in time to pick take as individuals,,, Christine
bud mobile."
Loring said she parked her up he~ husband from wor·k in said, "because I walked and got
white- Ford Escort "right in Somersworth. ·
ten · sponsors, that makes ten
Loring did not have to pay - more people aware of what we
front ofthe(MUB) steps"at 11
yesterday morning. When she the $20 towing fee: Stearns said (CWs) are doing. It also brings
came out of the building at J she would -try to have it waived in much more money than I
.
. ~
p.m .. the car was gon~. Several · by Public Safety.
could ' have given as· a single
Other than Loring\ sl!_rprise. donation."
people told her the car had been
·
the blood drive went very well
towed.
_
Not only UNH students and
.. I told her to park ou~ front if _ for a - cold. rainy Monday. ~omm~nity adults participated
Participants in the annual CROP walk braved the rain to
she couldn't find a parking according to Stearns. \\ho said. m_ the Crnp Walk. - Gregg march against hunger last Sunday afternQon.(Hiedi Witty
they
had
collected
221
pints
as
spot.·· said , Jarry Stca~ns.
R 1deout, ten, of Durham. and
h t )
coordinator of the blood dnve. of J:JO ves.terda I afternoon.
his br~ther Scott walked t~ .i .-

Trustees. oppose rent increase .·
By

of

CROP walk-a- t . on:
Calluses for cash

.· EasterBunny~hums'
when -car. is ·towed

p -~,?

I
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·o'Amour s supports · freeze

Today and Tomorrow .
April 17 and 18.

By Michelle Evans

----------------111!111--------.
"BICYCLE SALES/·

TREK_;..NiSHIKI-CAN NONDALE

Durham Bike

Racing and Toui-in,g Supplies
19 Jenkins Court, Durham .·

868-5634
FIT.KIT

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 12-5
Sat. 9-12

.....
.,.•-----•.•----•-•.•-----•.•---!Ill.•------•----------_-_
··L.L SPECIAL
II MUB NIGHT GRf

.

1
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J
I
I
I

I

l
L

By

Night Grill hours Monday thru Thursday 3:307:30pm

.. '

H_am_pshire

NORMAN D'AMOURS

t.

teams would have automaticalLisa Prevost
l,n a repeat performance of ly been declared winners,
winter carnival weekend, a day . Burrill said.
"I don't know what
of recreational sports was
cancelled on Sunday due to the happened." he said. "It . was
certainly well advertised."
lack of student interest. ·

I.
I
I

.I
I

I
~

. _JI

----------~~-~------ .

determined
percentage
lifted.

by

of

the
bod~

1

highest
weight

According to Burrill. the
overall winner was 154 lb. Don
Mullikin. an off campus
The First Annual UNH
The department of recrea - . undergraduate. with a bench
Team Triathlon was scheduled tional sports also had to cancel
press of 304 lbs. Mullikin was
to begin at noon last Sunda~' the Annual Campus . All- awarded a weight belt.
with a I / 2 mile swim in the N ighter on the weekend of Feb.
indoor pool as the kick-off for 9-1 I for the first time ever
The second place winner,
National Recreational Sports because not enough students who took home a pair of weight
Week, April 15-21. 1984.
signed up.
. gloves, was 163 lb . Nasser Vari
. whu pressed 311 lbs.
The weightlifting tournaHowever, according to Scott
BurrilL recreationcoordiriator, ment scheduled for last
. Senior Eric Giradi.' who
only two teams registered to -Saturday was .held as planned.
compete in the triath~on. however. Winners in the bench weighed in at ·149 lbs. lifted 282
Becaus~ there w~r:e eight press . competition were' lbs. and won a t-shirt.
categones of compet1t1on._ bo.!.h__ ·

I·
,
1
I·
I
I
1

'

New

· representative's a ppea ranee
will be co-sponsored by the
Democrati_c Student Organiiation.
"We want students to get to
know him, ( D'Amours)
because he's running for the
Senate." said David White. cochairperson of the DSO.
D'Amours · hopes· to win the
Democratic nomination in
next year's senate election.
Nevin said he hopes to invite
D'Am·ours back in the fall for a
pre-election debate with
another member of Congress
on the issue of disarmament.
"We hope to get a decent.
animated crowd," Nevin said.
Refreshments will be served
at . an in form a I r-eceptio·n
following the discussion.

.by .a pathy
. r.ipped
'Triathlon
.

this coupon must be presented
good April 17-24

•1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I'

The

grilled hot dog, fries and 12 oz. soda
only 80cc (normally 1.00)

I

U.S. Democratic Congress- ,
m::in Norm~n D'Amours will
~~<!!_e.:~.:~_ the issue of nuclear
disarmament in _Parsons LIO!
today at 3:00.
· D'Amours was invited by the
UNH Coalition for Disarma-,
:ment . and Peace for . '"an
informal session with questions
from the audience." · said
Professor John Nevin, faculty
advisor and coordinator for the
coalition.
D'Amours was chosen.
Nevin said, because · of his
outspoken opposit -ion to
nµclear arms, and "related
issues -,-- the MX missile, the
military budget . cruise missiles.
deployment in Europe."

·

·COMMEN CEMENT·
MAY 19th, ·1 0:30 a.m~

......____o
C

I
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Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations
Many styles available
No order too small .

w~ts added tq m,t_ke that ciear.
H ist(H) .· Prof~ssur Darrett
Rutman ·sai·d the ..:original
wording ot' the motion implied
that the inequities had alreadJ
heen proven tO' exisC

Long sleeve T-shirts·
with s.leeve printing

,,

Peter C Greider
603-431-8319

Others were- less c.oncerned
with the .wordi!'}g ·of the
m c·a s tLr e . s a-y i n g t h at a
widcnLi1g trc_nd hctwecn n1cn_\ ·
and women\ sa la ric½ had .
alread, been -docttmented h\·
-·
prcYi<)iJs studies.

3131 Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

Young'$ Restauran t

Rutman ~aid he didri't know
for ce-rt~iin that sex discrin1ina~i(rn _- i!1 , the; f8 rm · or pa~
1nc4u1t1es exists at UNH. _ ,

48 Main St. , ·

Durham, NH
868-2688

According to Mathematics
Prokssor Horner Bechtel!. the
. original wording implied that
the inequi.tics exist "ddact<)."
He said there appears to be a
l.ick · or uniformit:',· among
dcpartmei1ts and the U nivei·sity
"might have reverse discrimination in some colleges."
It is the rcsponsihility of
individual deans l<) challenge
departmeni chairs if inequities
appear. lkchtcll said. and the
dta n can ma kc au_jtistmcnts.
Bechtel! also suggested
p1:cviously published literal ure
on the subject may no longer be
representatiye or the salar~·
rict ure at UN H..
"Things have been moving
quite rapidly." he said. ·

offering the following specials from,
4 / 18 / 84 thru 4 / 24 / 84

Br~akfa~t Spec~al
Mc Young (one egg with cheese, ham or bacon served
m11Jf~n) with co.ffee .....,.$1.90
english
on
tgg

Luncheon Special
Roast Beef Melt served on sesame bun with .a ·cup of
.

!);OUp .......... $2 .55

Dinner Special
Chicken Nugget -Dinner ser'!ed with french/ries, sweet
·
sauce, and a ro/L ... $2.49 .- '

.
TUESDAY, April 17
-CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Majestic Madness,;, Hennessy
Theater, Paul Arts; 10 a.m .. 11 :30 a.m .. 4 p.m. Sold Out! .
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "Women and
Te a ch in g, " · s.us a n •--Fr a n z o s-a· a n d Daren ,- M a z z a .
1-Iillsborough/Sullivan Room. Memorial Union, 12:J0-2 p.m.
SOFTBALL: :Women vs. Keene State. Field House, 2 p.m.
CONGRESSMAN NORMAN D'AMOURS:-"The Nuclear Arms
Race and the Freeze." Room LIOI. Parsons, 3:39 p:m.
LACROSSE: Women vs. Yale. Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: "Nutrition and the Runner."
Running Clinic. Hilisborough Room, 4:30 p.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: ~·when Your Feet Hit the
Street." Senate Room. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: "Common Running Injuries
and How to Prevent Tn~m." Merrimack Room. Memorial Union, 7
p.m,
WEDNESDAY, April 18- ·
CHILDRE-N'S THEATER: "Majestic Madness." :Hennessy
Theater. 9 a.m .. 10:30 a.m. Sold Out!
. CHILDREN'S THEATER: "The Little Red Wagon." Hennessy
·
Theater. Paul Arts. 4 p.m. $.f.
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Napo.leon," Murkla-nd 110. 6:30 p.m.
Tickoh, $2.

.

_

.

.

WRITER'S SERIES: "Gender. Values. and Doris Lessing's Gats."
Professor JGdith .Kegan Gardner, English, University of ItI7nois.
· Room 2.Hl. Hamilton Smith. 4 p:m.
RECREATIONAL .SPORTS WEEK: "The Other .Half: Mental
Skills Training in Sports." Sullivan Room. Memorial Union. 4:30-6
.
p .m . . ·
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: "Women on the Run."
Hillsborough Room. Memorial_ Union. 4:30-6 p.m.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WEEK: An address by marat-hon
_
_ runner. Bill Rodgers.- Field House Gym, 7 p.m.
SIGMA XI LECTURE: "The World After Nuclear War,_" Dr.
George M. Woodwe!L director of ecosystems ' reseaTCh, Marine
Biological Laboratory. Woods Hole. Strafford Room, Memorial
·
Union. 8 p.m.
fHURSoA ·f, April 19
CHILDREN'S THEATER: "Majestic Madness." He·nnessy ·
Theater. 9 a.m.·. 10:30 a.m .. 12 p.m. Sold out!
JACKSON ESTUARINE LABORATORY SEMINAR:
"Suspended Sediment Transport Model for the Great- Bay Estuary
System," Tom Shevenell. earth sciences. Jackson Estuarine
.
..
· Laboratory. 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM SERIES'. "Napoleon," showing April 18, 19, 20 in
Murkland. LIO 6:30· p.m, Tickets $2 and may be bought ahead of
·
time or at the door. , EN DING H UNG ER · WORKS HOP: H i 11 s b o ro-S u 11 iv a ri.
Room.MUB April 19, 6:30-L0:30 p.m. Voluntary $IO fee. _.
_
FRIDAY. APRIL 20 CHILDREN'S THEATER: "The ~ittle Red Wagon." I--J,ennessy
j.:: .
Theater, Paul Arts, 9 a.m :, 10:30 a.m. $1 ... ·
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Napoleon," Murkland, 110 6:30 p.m.
Tickets $2.
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CAREER
WOMEN'S COMMISSION_ OPENfNGs;::
Sponsored by UNH President\ ,·Commission ··on
the Status of Women. Seeking new members
beginning May. 1984 for two y;ar terms _ending
May. 1986. Positi-ons available for representatives
from Faculty. PAT Staff. Grad_uate Students and
At-farge. The Commission works to create policies
and monitor issues which effect the s(atus of
women at UNH towards ensuring an environment
of equal educatjonal and employment
opportunities . for. women. Any'one interested in
interviewing Jor positions. contact the
Commission by April 20 at 862-1058.
• RESUME CRITIQUE: Spo11sored by Career
Planning and Placement: Opp6rtunity for students
to receive feedback on final draft resumes ·on a
, first-come / first-served ba:sis. Wednesday. April
1.8. Room 203. Huddleston. 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
l·,N TERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
Students may learn of how they are coming across
during. their on-campus interviews on a firstcome/ first-served basis. Thursday, April 19,
Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to-4:30 p.m.

DWI AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS:
- Spons9~ed by Health Education Center.
Wednesday~ April 18, Oyster Rjver High Sch()OI.
.J 1:40 to 1:19 p.m.
_, LIQUOR AND YOUR LOVE LIFE: Sponsored
by Health Education Center. This workshop wi_ll
provide participants with opportunity to explore
-·· their values regarding alcohol and sexuality an·d
discuss what has influenced those values.
- Wednes9ay: April 18. Hetzel. 9 p.m.

GENERAL
DURHAM RED· CROSS B.LOOD DRIVE:
~·Everything is Hoppin' at .the Spr-ing - Blood
Drive.'' Monday. April 16 through Thursday'.
April 19, Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
10 a.m. ·t-o 3 p.m.
COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT PRE .
PREREGISTRATION: - For communications .
majors and · permission required courses only'.
Wednesday, April 18, Hillsborough/ Sullivan
Room, J\,1emorial Union, 6:JO to() p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: New
· members welcome. Great prices on wholegrains,
cheeses and herbs. Every Tuesday and Thursday,
Room 200. Memorial Union. 4 to 6 p.m. Open
through summer. special membership ri1tes for
summer only members . .
PASSOVER.. SERVICE: Sponsored by Jewish
Student Organization. Wednesd_ay. April 18.
Notify Eric Goldman at 868-1652 if 'interested.

HEALTH
NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
COUNSELING SERVICE: Sponsored by
H_uman Nutrition Center. Service provides
complete nutritional asses~ment of your present
dietray habits. For more information. call 862C
1704.
BOOZOMETER: Sponsored by Health
Education Center. Program gives students
opportunity to examine and discuss their attitudes
and values towards alcohol and other related
is.sues. Tuesday. April 17, 9A, William.s on. 9:30
p.m.

1
•

PLANT SALE: Sponsored by Office of Student
Activities. Thursday. April 19 and Friday, April
20. Carroll/ Belknap Ro~rn1. Memorial Union, 9
· a.m. to 5 p.m.
BROWN BAG IT ~AT THE GALLERIES:
Sponsored ·by Gallery Docents. Concert
compositions. . by David Andrew, chairperson of
UN H Art Departm~nt. Music performed by David
Andrew, - M3:rgaret Blickle, . Gal ·Krenek, Robert
Stuart and Margery Forbes. Thursday, April 19.
Art Galleries, Paul Arts Center, noon.
ROSES FOR SALE: Sponsored by Mortar _
Board. Buy an Eilster rose for family or a friend.
Thursday. April 19, Bal.c ony Table, Memorial
Union, noon :
CAREER WORKSHOP-WHATTODOW ITH
A HISTORY -MAJOR: Sponsored by History
Department. - Meet ',1/ith former UNH history
_majors who will talk about their business careers. _
Informal _format. Thursday, April 19, Room 445,
Horton, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
THE MAPS . EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL
PER FOR Mf.NCES: . Sponsored - by. WSBE.
William H. Williams, AT&T - Information
Systems, will speak. Thursday, April 19, Room .
_
312. McConnell, 12:30 p.m.
UP WITH PEOPLE: Sponsored by Area 111
· Programming Board. Friday.April. 20,. Bus leaves
Bab~ock at 6:15 p.m. tor Laconia. N.H. $2 p.e_r , ..
person incluoes bus fare and admission. Tickef.i( .
available now- at main desk. Babcock,or call 862? '
1695 or 862-3192. Deadline is Thursd:ay. April (9~
·
-noon.

pn~tJ7 and -18 for SBP ·

VOTE ·

Dini1tg:_li~}is:) p am --___-_12pn1 -, 4 - 6 -pm
·

said_.. ··1 thin~ people _ put together the numbers through
rose-colored glasses to sell t~is
to this committee:"
Asked to comment further
on Friday. Holloway refused,
saying he'd said all he ""had to
- say at.the meeting."
Sanborn said alternatives to
his initial recommendation are
.
being considered.
One alternative Sanborn
mentioned is to spread the G0st ·
evenly, resultipg in a maximum
five perc~nt in room costs next

Kingsbury 1ff"am -- _ 4-pm
Stoke

·

3)

year.
"We hope to convert ,to
permanent financing either by
selling bonds or taking the
more traditional mortgage way
through the bank," Sanborn
-added.
The sugges'tions will be
presented to the members of
the University System of New
Hampshire _Finance and
Budget Committee on April 28,
where they will . either be
;accepted or refused.
.

'

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is p·ublished and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located :n Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building. UNH. Durham. N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Mondaj' - t-riday IO AM-2 PM .. Academic year subscription:
$20.00 . Third class postage paid a.t Durham.NH 03824. Advertisers should _
check: _their ad,s the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be '
responsible for typographical orother errors. but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical · error _appears. if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New
Hamp:,-hire, 151 MUB. UNH. 0urhain. N.H,03824.1 I.OOOcopiesperissue
printed by Journal Tribune. Biddeford Maine.

The DeterioratiOn
of
American Society
-The Areas
-The ·cause
-T-he Revensal -;
Tuesday, April 17th
7-8:15pm
Ll-0 1. P-ar·sons-_
& Answers .following-Question
.
··.

-

MUB WSBE
Library

Career P lanniflg ~ourse
For Credit
•A New -2 credit Career · Planning :Course for UNH
Undergraduates
·/ •To be offered for the Fall Semester o/1984-85.
-• Learn how to integrate career and educ;ationiJI goals.
•Freshmen and Sophomores· encouraged to enroll.
•Begin ,~arly _career planning to_ aid.in evi ntually choosing a
major~
•Course Title
Carrer Planning
DCE 599C
• Listed in the Fall Time & -Room Schedule

R _e gistration
-Students may register for the Career Planning Course
through the standard pre-registration form an(i procedures. -Special students (non-degree) may register'.· -through _the
_Division of Continuing Education.
-Enrollment will be limited to 30 students.

-Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

Special Invitation to a

.NHOC Banquet
-Menu
Roast l'urkey with Stuffing
'Baked . Sliced Ham
·
Mash'cd Pota_tocs and Gravy or·_
Potato Salad
Cranberry Sauce
Pickle Chips
Tossed Salad with Dressing
White Mt. Bread & Butter
· Patcl)work Ice Cream
Coffee - Tea - Milk

~

Slide: Show anl Spea-ker
Date: April 26th at 6:30 pm
Price: $5 .po per person
$50 .oo-worth of
Door Pr'izes
Drop by Rm 129 to reserve your
space for the Banqµet.
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help kids his age in another part
of the world · who may be
starving or homeless.

-1Ji!v!r
.

CONTINUING EDUCATION ·
Otters

CAREER· NIGHTS.

Scott is in the fift.h grade a,t
Oyster River School taught by
Mary Tebo and Peter Schiot.
Tebo and S_c hiot encouraged
their students to pa_rticipate in
the walk and helped themtraih . .
The class expects to raise at
least $300, said Tebo.

In

ACCOUNTING ·
TUESDAY. APRIL 24, 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.(11.

COMPUTER INFORMATION
STUDIES

a

pamphlet .
According to
advertising the Crop .Walk,
Durham-UN H walks in the
past four years have raised over
$24,000, with nearly I 000
people participating.
i
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April 17 to April 24
Cat's Closet at the MUB

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 6:30 p.m. ~ 8:00 p.m.

$$SAVERS$$

MERCHANDISING

Drop Everything!
Hop on down to our shop
for pnt- Easter savings sale
. -now going on.

TUESDAY. MAY 1. 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

The walk started at Wolff
House, home of the · Campus
Ministry, at J:30. Most of the
participants returned com_plaini ng of blisters and inclement weather, -but seemed
to agree it was a worthwhile
effort, · and indicated they
would walk again next year. .

FREE

$-$SAVERS$$

For information and reservations contact UNH CONTINUING EDUCATION
ACADEMIC ADVISING; 6 Gatrison Avenue, Durham. (603) 862-1548.

Watch for our super sales
in the Merrimack Room
April 18, 19 & 20
Hours 9 a.m. - 5 p .m. daily

. MUB Cafeteria .
"~Let U ~ Prepare Lun~h for You!" ·

MBA

Monday, April 16
Stuffed SumrTl_l(:ff Squash
· w/Rice a_!:19 Mushrooms
and Cheese ·
Cauliflower
.
j
m of Green Pea Soup
Cre.a _
_
Manhattan Clam Chowder
· Vermont Apple Pie
c•

I

~J ·.
-- .

.

~ '

•.

\

1.25
.65
.65

,

.80 ,.
.75

· Tuesday, April 17

~--.:~

Bee_f Bourguignon
Carrot Mushroom Loaf
Spinach Soup .
Sausage-Potato Soup
Banana Cake

· 2.00 .·
i .25
.75
.75
.75

Wednes9ay, April 18
"Paul Revere's Ride"
Colonial Cheese Puff
Patriotic Pie ·
Boston Bean S.ou·p
· Victory Pie

Fields of Study ·
Marketing
Entrepreneurship
International Business
Economic Theory & Analysis
Management & Organizational Studies
Production & Operations Management
Management Information Systems
Finance & Investments
Quantitative. Methods
Accounting
Taxation

1.25
1.55

.70 .
.

.70

Thursday, April 19
"Good Food and Fitness"
Pork and Vegetable Stir±Fry
Spinach Pi~ Chilled Cream of Cucumber .
· Italian Sa.usage-Zucchini Soup
.
Fresh Fr.uh Medl~y S~.lad

1.45
1.35
.85
.95
. .85 '

Internships

Spring Feyer.is Happe_n ing
at the MUB Cafeteria ·

• Eight-week lntemational Internships
• Fourteen-week Management Consulting Internships
• Eight-week Domestic Internships for Foreign Students

The MUB Cafeteria is now opening the patio ·
for outdoor eating, sunning and meeting friends .
·I

3'

For further Information .contact:
. .

.

Office of Graduate Admission, Babson College,. Babson Park ..
(Wellesley), MA 02157, (617) 235-1200, extension 317
.

.

.

Babson College is located 14 miles west ofBoston.

-.I~

-.,
:_·· ·1 ..
. . ·.

.

-... --••-;- r·
MUB Night Grill

I
I

. Grilled hot dog, fries & 12 oz. soda
~ormally $1 .00 - Only _.80¢ with this ad!
Must be accompanied by coupon .
Open Monday through Thursday
3:30- 7:30 p.m.
.

:_I

:- - ■

-:- '

:....::._

. -- -Good April ·1 7-_7 4 - - . -
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· ( continued· .from page 3)
. so tha_t the •:new. Messiah wiff
. . bring the wofrfs of God back to·
to Him."
.. tis, to b/in,i{ us
Wide-::ra"nging hand m()tions
· symbohze~ the unity p.0ssible
-·
under G_o d. ·
- Joe . Gervais, a UNH senior
and a born-again Christian,

back

_

The· Graduate. School
is ·accepting _appU_cations for

'· T-U ITION SCHOLARS HIPS FOR
, "'" ·
PART-TIME
. GRAPUATE DEGREE
Y-.

~-:-ST.V.DENT.S.
for Faff Semester 1984
Deadline_for application is Jun~ 8, 1984
Application forms arc available at
the Graduate Scho<)L Horton Social Science Center

i--------------------;.'------liiii
------- --------- ------ :--7
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O Care

.

-

.

Pharmacy .

. ,., · I

· -. ,

All in-store sneakers
$5 .00 off with this coup 011.

at.

. JfUiJBL~ LIGHT!)ININGRO OM -

.M.oirre~

I,
I

I
1:

II -VANS·
---

4/_17/84 thru 4/21/84 · .
1
· L ·-----:-~- ---· ----·-------~--------◄
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. Lima. and the rest of the
Unification members watched
and liste··n ed . intense·ly to
Buscovich 's speech. Lima's
head was next to a window
which revealed an American
flag outside waving ·in the
breeze . Buscovich 's lecture
ended with a repetition ol wind
sounds. Members offered .
cookies and coffee.
- According to .. The Divine
Principle", a pamphlet
detailing the lecture put out by
the Unification Church, '"the
Second Advent ( of Christ) will
the First Coming,
occur as
by the Messiah's birth in the
flesh, born of a woman.-."

everybody. I'm a· child of God .
If I follow God's will as Moon
says to, I can help rebuild Ood-'s
world and have holy children."
Johnston said the number of
students attending this meeting
was average.
.. Ifs cl,e ar that the.re's a widespread fear and apprehension
about us," Johnston said, ...but
in the past few· yea rs, we've
gotten more and more
favorable responses ... I wish
more people would si.t down
· and fisten objectively."
Anthony Parham. one of the
singers, a member of the church
and a reporter for the
"Washington Times," (funded
Gerrard Johnston, a member·
"Jc.su.s w 'a.s a- special person.
by the Unification Church).
He represented the · second of the church, said "Moon is a said, "It's a joke; thi·s is · our
twentieth century fulfillment of · 'moonie brainwashing session:'
Adam," Buscovich said. .
The crucifixion of Christ was the prophecy for America."
do you. see any bars on our
·
a "victory for Satan", he said . . ·. Reverend Moon, as the doors?"
"If Billy Graham or Jerry
Jesus was -not meant to die. but spiritual leader of the church,
to live on and foster a love ·of ••is ~ the first one who . Falwell had spoke the · same
God in mankind, he explained'. understood what the real messagt:, I would have followed
This, he said, is the reason purpose of Jesus was, and is them. Moon has revealed a
for the Second Coming of the trying to emulate this ideal." goodness," Johnston said.
Son of God; a third Adam must Johnston said.
Joe .Gervais. a UNH senior
He explained "this same and born..:again Christian,
·come to redeem us in the eyes of
Messiah.;ship is ~vailable to _, talked to church members after
God .
~,'4""4""4'-4""4"44w-4' "'°'lllb'llf.#tcblllbllftf'>'. N#o'fC#iM4',M4',~'4#1,t ,#l~~ the meeting to · d istuss their
'
·beliefs.
"They tried ... to paint the
way God wants us to live . It's
York Beach,
dangerous (what they say)
because · ther used Bible
references out of context. . .I
. Applications being accepted
don't feel what they said is from
God," he said. ·
·for summer season
Members of the church
Cooks, General Kitchen Help,
asked students i(they wanted
their names on a mailing list for
-Bar Tender (Service. Bar)
free publications about the
Call 7_42,·5618 after 5 p.m.
Unification Church . ·None accepted.
·
.QW
c~~~~Q'>t.Qw.~q.,
'\Ol<b!<bl~~~~~'-b M~>.QM,QM'#tc'#t

Coming. The two freshmen
girls sat staring at Buscovich
quietly and mqtionless through
most of the meeti'ng. They ·
would give no com11,1ent on the
. .
.
meeting.
Adam and Eve were meant
by Go·d to. ,creati. the race .of
man under the -love ·or God, but
when Eve was seduced by the
. demon Satan, evi I was
- introduced into the world.
Buscovich · said t~a{ God
then sent down his son, Jesus.
to bring mankind out ·of the :·
wilderness of evil a·nd into the ·
light of God by li\/irtg .among
man and raising a . ':hoJy
·
.
.
family".

came to the meeting because,
. he said, "I wanted to hear what .
.
. .
they had to sa)'.."
Buscovich's lecture, which
. resembled ~ sermon, ,concen. t,rated on _readings from his
gild-edged Bible about the Fall
_<?,f Man,J.:,'hrist, and the Second

· - ._

ATHUTICl'CIOTWUR

EUSTRESS
DISTRESS

RELAXATIO N

How Do You Spell Relief?
.

Relaxa tion

.

Str·e.ss
Manag ement

Stress is a part of each of our lives. The.- effect ·it will have depends· upon the individual.
You can't afford to miss this ppportunity to ·p ersonally evaluate your Stress Factor.
This_is

N°'1 a

lecture. Devote ate~ minut.es of your life to eiplore the effects of your lifestyle.

You will have the opportunity to check your blood pressure, pulse, pulse recovery, and practice
·
relaxation techniques.

No· Charge!\ Open _To All! Participatio n Is Optional.
-------- -------- -------C ome to Either-____;____;______ ______ ____
Devine Main Lounge, April 17, between 5:30 an-d 7:30 P.M.
Stoke Games Room, April 18, between 5:30 and_7:30 P.M-.
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}!:no red , -th<? c.<lr:nmut~,;~,"" HumA\·hire ,.articlc,-._wriuen ,,by ,,Globe or - on nationaL radio . .,
have _
· "Fauske estimated at $4500. was · , too la-tc Jo. repeal the pQlicy .
population at UN H. took his - Landngan last October which Davis said.
.Davts said he and E\·non arc
a Student Senate imposed
Davis ·said he planned to
revealed that several brothers
sugg~stion - F~lt~ !he~_~stablishpolicy which placed the _added ""cautiou·sl) optimi~tic" about
wei"e found guilty ·· of sexual· h<_>ld a _" h;um -dinger .. ofapart~;
_n:spori~ibilities of selling the the . outcome of tomorrow\ n1cnt c!f a shuttk; ~us running to
lt:_o m _p,~rkt~f lots and harass~ent for · holc:Jfrtg . up · with his campaign workers on
,·carbook after it came . <llll. . ~lection and ar·e· not worried
niade 1t their idea _. and do not:_,- cards with numbers on·them to Wednesday mghtafterthe polls
·. -sp, 9 n~orsNp. and advertising. about tht; letti.·r.
. closed. while Fafrske said he
passing women. ·,
have an'. uriderstand_ing of' the
··1. would helic\·e tliai · it
·
on .the stall'.
_· ··~ome_ p~ople · wiJI never ·· will s_pcnd ~ •·relaxing even_ing"
Greek s,stcm .
-~1-hey (the Senate} said \\<.: "ould bark fire in_ his . foce. :·
"Da11 L 'a nd ri·ga n wa~ _forgive him for that. Greeks or· at the movie ""Napoleon~"
had io raise $20.000. hut gan· Davis said . ··1 wouldn't think
.. I 'II be hoping it's Davis and
rcsponsihk for taking the · oth_er~i~t::: h wasn't some.thing
~tudrn!s 'would~\va ~t a person
us no ·means to do it." Da,is
me wh_o 's meeting . hrs
not
einTheBoston
thatnecdedtob
(fraternity)
·
·igma
s
Kappa
bpdyprcsi<lcnt
lorthctrs!udcnf
.s aid . . .The- am<lUnt • i)°f the
Fauske said .
W:lterl-oo,''·
'
a
who would run . this ki'nd of inc ident and blowin!!. it ' into
printing incre,ise had _no effect
.
·
·
s~1id.
davis
incident.·"
national
.
,
.
mrm1gn
ca
the ycarhook ."
on th~ _cost
referring . to The NeH• ·:
He said. ~auskc /- Landrigan
The added charge Tor th<:
_. LL AWA~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!~•
,A~_.:: CA
i_;earbook . .also - mc~ii.oned h'.
~,...._
F-auskc iri the lettcf. · wa~,
·
.
. ~
instituted the vcar before he
came o.n as editclr. Davis said.
The tot,d SAF fee was reduced .
. he said. because the Senate
'decided it wc{sn 't fair for e\.'Cr\·
student to pa'.>· f6r a ·yearbook
c,icn if they did !1 't plck one up.
t19ctronically Typed
.
Therefore. the .Senate treated a
Selection of Paper & Envelopes
_s~paratc cha'rg~c for th<,;sc \\'ho
25 copies - 25 envelopes
did pick up the book .
[)a\·is called this a '"very
25 extra sheets of pap_e r
vulnerable" area for F~tuske.
who. as ·e ditor-in-chkf oJ The
$15.00 - one page
Commwer Ad\'(>cate, was also
$21.75 - two page:
faced with a hm;iget dcficiL
T h e i n a b i I i t y o f... Th e
Durham Copy .
Ad\'oca/e to med its budget
this ~car. Oa\'is _said. is
Jenkins Court
· rcsponsihlc for half of the four
NH 03824
Durham,
.
dollar increase in the SAf-• this
vear:
Ron Gary 868- 7031 ·
-_ _In response to 'the las·t

--:~nd _

or

·RESUMES .

t 6 p.m. - MIDNIT E].

·''-S om·eone·to Talk to"
·»·gti2-2293.

claim. Davis S,tid he did vote
against the course drop
proposal. but it passed because
neither the faculty nor the
SBP took student conerns into
consider~1tiiin at the time . .
'"A single sJudcnt'scnator can
be .as avidly against something
as he wants. but without the
hacking <lf the administration.
he doesn't_ hold an) w~hj._:_
Davis said. add mg t h,f it isn't ,lliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiiii;iiiiiiii.iii-.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill

Hours M - F 8 :30-5:30
Sat 8:30- 12:30

.or "Drop-In"
_
.Basemen t Schofield House

c::::::,

%-.;, :~:i------111111111--------------------·
Be A ·Commut er~. Advisor

EXPOSE
YOURSELF

Position: Advisor to new transfer · students
(Septembe r 1984) - to provide support and
dissemin ate informat ion concern ing
campus/c ommuter act1v1t1es; programs · ·and
services in an att.empt to facilitate a smoother ..
transition to commuter life at UNH.

Requirements: . Col7)f!]Uter. Status and a· Desjre _:. ,.

new program

to ~partic)pate 7ir "a,
help other commuters .

and meet and

Time Comritittment: · Abaut 5 hours per month
during first semester inctuding · initial training
sissions and ,c;upervision.· ·

.~alary: Stipend of $50 for a semester.
Applicatio ns Available:

Commuter I Transfer

·center, MUB, 136.

D_eadlines .for Applications: /Vlonda.y, April 30,
1984.
For more information contact Linda Tibbet,s at the
Commuter /Transfer Center,· Room 136,:Ml.JB~ 862-361_2_.

Prints no larg_er than 16" x 20"
Mats no smaller than 8 x 1Off.
11

Limit 5 prints per person
For more information call
MUSO at 862-1485. Ask
for Chuck Huckins or Don Eva
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.FALL HUMANITIES COURSES
NEW COURSE

Joan .Rivers

Aristotle
.

HUMA 595:

.

soecial.Studies: Wit: Its EKCelle.nce.

Mount Holyoke College Philosophy Professor George Tovey looks at w 'it and laughter in the
writings and utterances of philosophers, psychiatrists, politicians, poets, and stand-up comks.
Readings _include -_great comedies, one-liners, .limericks, and funny stories as well as articles on
neurophysiology of laughter and essays on cognitive causes of 1aughter.
4 credits
Limited enrollment

TR 3:40-5:00
Murkland 201

HUMA ·s5o:

Humanities and.the Law

Humanities courses For Fall-semester 1984
HUMANITIES 401

INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITIES

Professor Laurel -Ulrich, Coordinator
First class -meets T at 2: 10 in HS 216
(after which room number changes)
·
After first class meet on:
TR 2:10~3:30
MW 2:10-3:30 or _
(depending on module assignments)
·
4 credits

Semester Theme: Fate and Freedom
Students choose one of four modules
in each of three five-week periods.
For details see course description
in Liberal Arts advising office or
Humanities office, Murkland 19.

HUMANITIES 501
(01) Professor Charles Leighton
· MWF 9: 10-10:00, Pettee Hall 212
Tues 11: 10- 12:30, James 303
(02) Professor R. Alberto Casas
MWF 10: 10- 11 :00, Ham Smith 225
Tues 11: 10-12:30, James 303 ·
4 credits

HUMANITIES 595

WIT: ITS EXCELLENCE

Professor George To.vey
TR 3:40-5:00, Murkland 201
4 credits

A look at wit and laughter in the
writings and utterances of philosophers,
psychiatrists, politicians, poets, and
'.s tand - up comics. Readings include
great comedies, one - liners, limericks,
and funny stories as well as articles
on neurophysiology of laughter and
essays on cognitive causes of
laughter .

An inter~(sciplinary course examining law and justice
from the cities of ancie_nt Greece to present day cases
-before the Supreme Court.
Five:..week moldules taught by:
Professor Barbara Tovey (Philosophy)
Professor Warren Brown (Politi.cal Science)
· Professor Drew Christie (Philosophy)

TR 2: l0-.3:30 ·
Parsons L 103

HUMANITIES: THE ANCIENT WORLD
Appreciation of literature, the arts,
and philosophy. Roots of Western
Civilization: Homer, Greek .tragedy,
Plato, Aristotle, the Bible, Virgil.
Visit to Boston museums. Tuesday
lecture series, with films and slides, ·
is open to the public.

- HUMANITIES 650
Professor Barbara Tovey
-Professor Warren Brown
Professor Drew Christie
TR 2 : 10-3:30, Parsons L 103
4 credits

HUMANITIES AND THE LAW
An interdisciplinary course consisting
of three modules examining law arid
justice from the cities of ancient
. Greece to present day cases before
the Supreme Court.

4 credits
HUM'ANITIES 699 - .

SENIOR PROJECT

Hours Arranged:

Permission Required .

---Qv-·

- - - - - - - - - - - - F I N·A-LISTS,-~-_
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<continued from page I)
of S(;cia I and Beha vio ra I president for academic affairs Sdences at the University of planning and fine arts; an University from 1964 to 1972,
Sciences in the Universit\ or for four years . .His work M~ine - at · Oro-po w_ith
h.onors program .ha:s._ b~en_ he became chairman of the·
. California\ School of N u1~si rn.?. · included develo.pm-e nt of ~r 1.0- responsib-ility Tor }ong-nl°nge · crea.te·d : ·. th.e i nsti tut i o Q's ' graduate program . and then
and in the School or Ed ucatio~ year · plan for the "lnstitute's-, pla.nning , for educatio11a·1 ·-, general education · programs ' associate dean for Indiana
at the U ,iiH·rsit\ olTalifornia - academic and financial growth, development that led 'to the
have been ·strengthened: and . University's School of Public
_Berke le:; and ha~ taught at hot h establishment of new schools of founding of a residential
the university has developed a and Environmental Affairs.
institutions since 1%4.
enginec:::ring technology and college, th~. establishrrient of a
regional conference center for From 1974-q6, he was dean of
· A 1956 graduate of the ' computer · and information School of Performing Arts, · continuing education.
the College of Public and .
University of Pennsylvania, she services, and development of planning for an_ Environmental
· A 1959 graduate of Brigham Community Services at the
earned -her master of science an R.I.T. tekvision broad.., Health Institue,-and upgrading
Young Univers·ity, he earned a U ni:vers·ity of Missouri
degree at UC-San Francisco in . casting system serving ar_ea of general education programs.
master ·of public. administra- ( Columbia), where he oversaw
1960: her doctor ofphilosop.hy_ colleges and high schools;
Haaland returned to UNH in
tion degree at the University .of curriculum and faculty
degree at UC-Berkeley in 1964: ". Joining the College at Old 1979 to become vice :president
California iri 1961 and his development, budgeting,
and a certificate from- the Westburv in 1973 as executive for - academic affiars, · with . doctor of philosophy degree in research, _and professional
Massachusetts Instift.ite ·,, of , yice pre~ident in 1975, Todd responsibility for the
public administration and services.
Technology's Sloari School of helped raise funding ·and · University's six undergraduate finance at the University of
. -Frederickson is
past
Management program for oversawcoristniction ofan$85 colleges . a-nd schools, its
Southern California in 1967.'
president from 1976-77, oftp.e
senior executives in 1982.
million campus development graduate school, the extensive
A teacher at the University of American · Society · for Public
Chater is a member of the • program: developed . data:.. research program, library,
Maryland· and Syr3cuse Administratio!l,.
Board of Overseers · at the based management and student continuing ed1:1ation, and a
Massachusetts General information systems: and number of administrative
. Hospital's Institute of Health established a c.a ,m pus-wide units.
Profes_sions, rtie Universi1~1 or bwJgetfog p1-oct~~- ·
Serving a:5 interim prc:5idcnt,
Penns-ylvania's School of · In 1982 he became a Haaland has worked on the
Nursing, and the Duke . professor of business completion of the University's
University Health Services economics and - executive $18 mill"ion fund campaign,
Presents
_ The World Premiere of
Center. She has served on the director of Old Westbury's planningthe new $15 million
Western Association of , Center for Management technoI°ogy and res~arch
Schools and Co_i'lege's Studies: His current teaching center, and strengthening
accreditation commission and and research interests involve .UN H's academic programs and
. the American Council on Life both the economic and departments. He is a member
by David J. Magid son
Insurance advisory council engineering aspects .of of various national and
qirected by.Joh!) Edwards
since 1982.
automation a11d robo.tics, regional education organ'iza~
Di:. Todd is a 1961 graduate worker dislocation and tions.
Johnson Theater
of Amherst ( Mass.) College ret_raining, and the integration
Dr. Frederickson became
Paul Creative Arts Center_
who earned a master's degree in oJ high-technology in business. · president of Eastern Wa~hingUniversity of New Hampshire
English at Harvard University
Dr. Haaland, a graduate of ton University, located · near
'Durham
in · 1962 and his doctor: of Wheaton (Ill.) College1 lwh-n· ·Spokane, in 1977. Shortlyaftef
_· April 2 5- 28 at 8 p.m.
philosophy · degree · in labor earned his d o ·c t ,o r of his appointment, the former
· April 26 at 2 p.m.
economics at the University of philosophy degree in social state college was rede_signated
Previews: April 23 and 24 at 8 p.m.
Chic_:a go in 1969. -ouring .the ps} chology at the State as a public regional university
• General: $4
past 18 years, he has served on University of New York at and now has 8,500 students ··
UNH students/employees/alumni;
the faculty and in senior · Buffalo.in 1966,joined UNH in . enrolled in its seven schools
Senior citizens: $3
acadirtiic td!!!~TTiS!!"~tion· posts 1965 as an .assistant professor . and colleges. ___ _ .. _
Previews: $1
at a: private college and, more
osychology. He became
Under.~ Fre-derickson's
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
recently, at a public institution. chai;rr{an of t~B~ ~t!)aI_!ment in leadership, · an Institute of
Dinner theater Package with ·
He was vice president at the -1970, earning promoti~~ iC !he Technology has been estabNew England Center Restaurant
R ochester Institute of -ranLof pt.ofessor iH .1974. .
iisiiect: ti~:,:' master's degree
Techinolo.g):_,,_frQm .~ 1970--]1,-- _ J.n 1975 .h.~_$aS n,am~.9 d~an_. prog_nuns .. bave be_en
afte:r, serving as ~Sg)ciate vice of the . College oL_Arts and public adnii~istration, regionail
11,WiiiiiiJiili·;-- ....·....- ·.· . . . . . . . . . . .~..........................- - - - - - - - - - - ~
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Pre-Registration for - undeclared LA
students will take ·piac~ at the Academic _
Advising Center in Room 111, Murkland
Hall, from 9:00 a.m. to· 12 noon '1:lld again
from . 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Registridion is scheduled ,
_alphabetically as follows

-

~

-

- -

. ::c_ -

UNDERWOOD HO·U SE
·,

Nontraditional
·Student-Program
Positions Available
For '84-'85
.

.

- Publicity
- Program Development
- · Office Management
Work Study preferred, possible .Internship Site,
Some Hourly Available.Go'ad opportunity for NonTraditional Stude-nt.
-

-Last names with:
Applications A vail?ble at:

A-H will register· on· April 18,19;&- 20.
1-P will register on April 23, 24,& 25.
Q-Z wili register on _April 26, 27,& 30.

--=.c.c _,

U n·d erwood House
17 Rosemary Lane
Durham, N. H. 03824
For Information call: Judy Sabalauskas
862-3647
Deadline: April 27, 1984

_
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F.~uske/L~ndrigan: A clear choice
The Student Bo'dy Presidential run-off is
underway. The undergraduate students of this
University are faced with · the obligation of
voting in a responsible fashion for one of the
two remaining teams~ Fauske/ Landrigan or
· Da_vis/ Eynon.

the range of $15.000.00". The confusion on
Davis·· part comes from not investigating the
issue. $870.00 is the amount that wilL_be added
to the MU B's reserve account. according to the·
budget drawn up last year for this academic
·year.

In the process of two debates Fa.l:}ske and
Landrigan have proven a substantial
knowledge of the issues that are important and
the abilitv to find out the facts on those issues.
Davis ;nd Eynon. on the other hand, have
not been clear on several points. The amount
· of money in the MU B reserve account, for one.
· Davis and Eynon claim the figure is in the .
neighborhood of $870.00. According to the
Director of the MU B the actual amount is ""in

Chris Fauske and Dan Landrigan have
developed a platform which outlines target
are·a,s for thei·r term in office should they get the .
· chance to serve. John Davis and Ted Eynon
have listed their past :e xperience. B~i the length
of that list it would appear that these
gentl-emen have spread themselves thin across
a broad spectrum of activities. Fauske and
Landrigan hai e committed themselves . to
working for a single s_tudent organization each.

Both .o f these organizations are news-oriented.
Both · of these . men . have made ·manu)
connections in the U niversity ..the town and the
state government. Fauske and Landrigan
know where to find out about what 1s
happening. That is what reporters are trained
to do. They know the issues because they are
continually monitoring the flow of
information at UN H.
ff' you want ·a student _government that is
closed, uninformative ,n1.d operates with only
small portion of the student body in mi,nd, vote
for John Davis and Ted Eynon. If you want a
student government that knows what is
happening in the everyday workings at UNH,
your choice is clear. Vote · FAUSKE/
.

.

LANDRIGAN.

Letters
Life, Parking, The ·.u ·;·~ei
as well as their opinions on the
System-would Fauske and
alcohol policy, which remains
Landrigan· make up their minds on • prime · concern for residents.
these issues if elected?From their
Additionally, the FAUSKE/
, shifti platform it is a hard and difLAN DR !GAN platform supports •
·To the Editor:
As with any political race there •ficult task to determine if they · the need for a GREEK senate
are candidates that state vague would. That is leadership not war- . office in the MU B.
By working at The · New
platforms and elucidate on ideas · ranted nor needed.
When considering This run off Hampshire and · The Commute,: ·
that lack substance. With just tw.o
election studei:it's should be aware
Advocate. Chris ~~d D~i; .,.na·~~
candidates remaining in the race
that
next year:
- hf""~ua;:.
•··~" _ . · t d 'th· d
for Student Body President, it is
'ff
·
1 1s a· budget
·
•year.
• "-·that
.. -~-"Y ___ wc:11acqua1_ne w1 - -. an
d 1 erentia
tu1t1on 1s .- ueing ha .
- d - th' • ·
t t ~ ·
important to recognize which
consiclf"r"r1 . L:, •j.,,, ,_,J __ , : . . :
.\ e earne
e re_p~~ o, a .
candidate fits into such a political _ :--:---•'-u 0 ; ~ .. .., «umm1strat10n_,
number of _s~ate poht1c1ans: the
mold.
and that the drop period for classes very same ones · who · will be
Fo-- - '
,~ .
may be shortened. These are issues
ultjmately responsible . for the
• a~~~2 and Landrigan are
that effect the stucient body as· a approval of state funds for our
running because they feel that.
whole. These are the issues that university in the upcoming
"none of the other declared
Davis and Eynon have been ' Legis.lative session. This is some of
candidates has shown either an
addressing with consistency and · FAUSKE / LANDRIGAN'S exability or a desire to address the
clamy. · 1 o t.ne pomt, Davis and
perience that we should taJ<e intc
legitimate concerns of the student
Eynon are the non-fictitious view SERIOUS CONSm£RATION.
body." ( The New Hampshire.
of "The Right Stuff". Let their ·
Certainl" John . Davis has
March 23rd issue) Clearly this is an
experience speak for itself.
. experience b~t· it's DEDICATION ·
"idea" that lacks substance and
,
Ted Dey that we should look for .in a
thought. When iooking at the
Alumni Ambassador candidate. Davis may have plenty
experience of Davis and Eynon
to boost a resume with, but that
· one has to question Fauske's and
doesri't mean that he has what i.t
Landrigan's statement. Importanttakes to best represent EVERY
ly. Davis's and Eynon's experience
STU DENT in this university.
covers a broad spectrum of student
.Take for instance, the 1983
life-Dorm Government, Greek :
GRAN ITL Davis' greatest boast.
the Editor:
System Government, Academic
Davis did a beautifuljob as EditorWith the · Student Body
Council, Student Senate. Student"
President / Vice President ru·n -off in-Chief, but the Granite comes
Activity Fee Council. and Durham
out ANNUALLY. Our two largest
election underway today and
Relations.
tomorrow. we wm1ld like fo urge campus publieations come out
In , contrast Fauske's and
every eligable student of this twice a week and bi-weekly. The
Landrigan's experience stems from
CONS !STENT work involved in
university .to vote. But most
The U.N.i-1. Student Press, The
New Hampshire, and WUNH. · importantly. we as students should these two pa·pc;rs should NOT be
underestimated. Davis can
consider the candidates carefully.
Clearly these are very viable
and make an ·INTELLIGENT certainly get the masses out to vote
organizations but within context.
decision as. for whom we cast our simpl-y because the Greeks may feel
They are student run media tools
obligated tO' back him. But Chris
vote.
that report about the organizaFauske has shown the motivation
Whether or not most of us
tions and activities in which Davis
realize it. this coming year IS a and the COMMITMENT to help
and Eynon have been intricately
involved. Simply knowing this. it is · . particularly important one for our create a highl:,' respected
universily; hence it is for all of US. · alternative publication in The
easy to determine which -ticket is
We as students have a great deal Commuter Advocate. That is the
• better qualified.
.
invested in UNH, and. we need a type of DEDICATION that can
Representing . the ·stu·dent body
well be applied to EVERY
responsible team t<> represent us in
involves active and constructive
this coming legislative year. It has STU DENT of this university.
action. It involves knowing the
Speaking of dedication. the .
often been said that UN H survives
s:,·stem: what it has to offer and
DESPITE the state of New · future Student Body President/
what it lacks. "Sounding Better''.,
Hampshire. Well her.e 's our chance Vice President should be available ·Fauske's and Landrigan's "idea",
to show our state leaders that during the summer months to
isn't really the point. Most would
become well ac,q uainted with their
UN H is WORTHY of state
agree that responsible, qualified
responsibilities. Chris Fauske and
support. through intelligent
leadership is the intrinsic quality to
Dan ·_Landrigan have already .
representation this coming year.
have : Davis's and Eynon's
That is why we plan to· cast our committed themselves to summer
experience and platform a·re
residenc:,' in the are 4 : while Ted
votes for CHRIS FAUSKE and
.indicative of such qualities.
Eynon plans on summering in New
Flatly stated, Davis's anc · DAN LANDRIGAN.
Mexico. and John Davis will be
Through their involvement ·with
.Eynon's platform has been
consistent and deliberate. Fauske\
the two largest publications on available in Durham only on
and Landrigan's position is varied · campus. Chris and Dan are · weekends. U nfortunatley. the
and plods on without significant constantly exposec1 to ALL of the administration meetings vital for
the new President and Vice
direction. It is obvious that they ·issues concerning our university.
President to attend. as well as the
have been laboridusly looking for . both on and off campus. Chris and
office hours to be kept. take place
Dan • havt worked TOGETHER.
· pertinent issues as their thirteen
important issues dwindled to four and continue to do so. Their during the week.
THINK ABOUT IT UNH!!We
on one- flyer and to three on the campaign pledges clearly state
need a knowledgable. responsible :
nexL CommunicatiGn, Residential parking concerns for commuters.

Davis

a

1

1

Fauske

To

TEA-M as Student Body fun because if the lines are sappy,
the actors can play around with
President/ Vice Pres ident. CHRIS
FAUSKE and DAN LANDRI - them, act goofy, and the lids eat it
GAN are the team that can make a . up. I never said children are goofy.
difference for UN H~ Make the
If I felt that way) l . ':¥.oµ\di/r h?.'ve intelligent choice on April 17th
t_a~~~ -~~ _:~!~ co wdi~ Majestic
and !8th. Vote f',1\U~K'E ( · Madness, a play just for them.
LA~pR_!GAN : ..
Also, I would like to recognize
my classmates who have worked
Kathy Stroup
really hard on ·the play. The
President. M USO 1984"'85
information was provided, but
. Chris Nelson
M USO Films Directer never used . in the '· article.
Chirstopher Leavey, Gene Lauze
.- - Michael Foy
Business Miinagcr.
and Ann Harris wrote the music.
· M USO 1984-85
Musical numbers were directed -by
Sigma Nu Brother
Ross Marti•neau, Ali Childs, Dave
Ports, Terri Shutt, Gene Lauze,
an.d -Dayie OsbG-r!1r. Se:t, by TerryBeckett, and · stage manager is
Chris Connerty. Qur ·teacher is
Carol Lucha Burns who directed
and produced the play. Also, I
To the Editor:
need to thank all the people in my
This is in regards to Gwen
class wh.o are playing characters in
Gardner's article "Students the play. It's fun to see them come
Perform for children" which
to life.
appeared in Frid.a y April 13th 's '
Michelle Laurion
edition of The New Hampshire.
The information was correct, but
the quotes were anything but
accurate. For example, I was
q,uoted as saying "Children can be
really goofy, You can afford to be
sappy; the kids eat it up." What I
. said was that children's 'theatre is
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A·two-part series

The UNH; __Ju dicial-=system
.

_,.,,,-·· .

. By .IJ.rian J .. Cou"turier

.

You're busted. As the police cuff youand begin
to drag you away, your brain computes nothing but
di·sbe·Jief:."No, this can't be happening to me," you
say to yourself. But it is ..
As·you emerge from your daze, you find yourself
being booked by the .police. You mumble
incoherently as the police ask if you understand

stated that the Jud,icial System is .. always dynamic"
and stressed its .. open" nature. '"It's tough, but
important, to keep the system relatively simple."
_B~C<!-US_~, of.the .. open" nature of UN H's Judicial
1

UNIVERSITY

your right:s. Before you know what's happenirig, the

police have . taken . your fingerprints and
photograph. A deep, sinking feeling hits the pit of
your stomach as you're thrown into .a cell. .
Now you begin to think: What's going to happen
to me? Will I go to court? What about school? What
are rights?
·
-This fictitious scene occurs all to often at the
University of New Hampshire. More often than
not, students are unaware of their rights, especially
· when it concerns the UN H Judicial System.
Usually, the only people who are familiar with
UN H's Judicial System are those students who
have been directly exposed to it previous!~,.
·Exactly how does the University Judicial S~1stem
operate? Though the system is not overly complex;
it is usually intricate enough to confuse or fright~r. ~. first time offender: Is it possible thc.t ~tadentscould .
conciev~~ly ~-~-s~ ~G-f.:u;ed an<l/ or intimidated by
the J rn:ltcraJ_Syste·m that they would be hesitfot in
aiking ·quest(ons· or probing further into the
system? Perhaps the • only . way to improve the
Judicial Svstem and insure that students are not
confused dr intimidated byThe -system is by making
students aware both of their le.gal rights and the
functioning of the)r .Judicial system.
. Jh,e , ,Urrivei-shy of New .-,Hampshire Judicial
System · is · an administrative ftinctiorl · u-r idef the
jurisdiction of· the Oeqn · for Student . Affairs.
Membership of the Judicial System consi.s ts -of
· students, faculty and staff._Those who serve in the
system are nomi.nated by either the Student Senate,
·Re·si<lence Hall Presidents Coucil, the Office of
Residential l,ife or.the Chairperson of the Faculty
Senate.· All nominations are approved - by the
Associate. Dean for Students.
The UNH · Judicial System consists of a
Un'iversity Judiciai Board, ·Residential Area
Boards; Hearing . Officers, Appeals Board -and a
. Judicial Policy Committee .. Perhaps the easiest way
to explain 'the judicial procedure and its basic
' organization is through the use of the flow chart
( inser-t).
·
The Associate Dean for Students, Bill K icicier, ·
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Besides the problem of students b~ing unaware of
the characteristics oftheJudicial System, there are
also other issues and questions that need to be
raised. Among these are:
.
, • The Associate Dean for Students, Bill Kidder,
has said thatthe role of the Judicial Boards was not
to determine if the rule is correct, bur-· rather .. to ·
determine if the rul~ Wa5 violated · and if it was
vioJated, wha.t ,is·Tli'e ap.proprjate punishment." In·
order
decide whether the rule·was violated the
- -: Judicial Boards at tirnes must, in effect, interpret
the ~pecific - rule · to determine · if that rule was
violated. T _h is is especially true ·when the rule in
question is .exceptionally vague (see 125-3 sec. 6&7
of the Rights and Rules). Does .the lack of a
precedent system, the v_a gueness of the Rights and
Rules ·and the_lack of any other guide co~'°und the
decisions of th_e Judicial .Board?
• The lJNH Judicial System has a basic tenet that
Ci:lSeS should be viewed individually and on its own
merit. With the lack of precedents and minimum
penalties, has this seemingly fair procedure resulted
in a discrepency between penalties recieved and
crimes committed?
.
.
• .Professor Susan White, a member of the .
Political
ScienCP:
h~c 1:t-~ tpfi th~t .. th ..
.. . . , _._. .
- - - - --:-- De.nartt;rwnt
- -r-premise of the (UNH 'Judicial) sysjem' is . good
faith.'' Is that faith being · properly · upheld by
members of the UNH Judicial Boards?
• Students, as citizens of the United · States, are
protected by Constitutiory.al requirements of due
process and other safeguards guaranteed in the Bill
of Rights. How do these safeguards . affect and
protect the procedures used in the UNH Judicial
System?
lt is these questions and others that wi.ll be
answered m the second part. ·of this series.

r-r-The combination of · a
systern that · is dynamic
and open, in conjunction
i,p~t,h st~dent l!p.a thy, has-..
re!;ulted · in, the Judicial
-System often being cast in/ ·
·an ambii,alent, unfamiliar light."
System, it hasoften been difficultto communicate
the basic tenets qnd procedures of the system,
despite Administration efforts to do so. The
combination of a system that is dynamic and operi, ·
in conjuction with students apathy, has resulted in
the Judicial System being cast in an ambivalent.
unfamiliar light.

Tlte •· Central American Question
The rising clamor over US foreign polic~- in
Central America will he one of the kcv issues in the
presidential campaign. It ~is ou'r responsibilit~, to
make an intelligGnt choice on the matter. ·
In his attemptto protect the western hemisphc;re
from the evils of communism, Mr. Reagan is-testing
the conscience of the American people with his
. involvement in the rcgi<)n .. He ·c,laims invasions,
joint military maneuvers with right wing rnuntries,
and military aid arc needed to ·protect US .security.
UN Arnbassador Jeane Kirkpatrick echoed her
boss' sentiments br stating that the Un ited States
concern· over Central A' mcrica is obvious. when one
looks at the !!fobe. ·
The eventt~al Democratic presidential candidate
will certainly diffetcntiatc himself from ML
Reagan on Central American :policy. With the
attacks on the economy and the fairness of the
Reagan policies drawing little public support the
contender will be h)_rred t() move his campaign in
the less popular arena of .foreign policy.
The president may try to persuade the American
people ()!' the importance of his Latin Amcricirn
intervc·ntion w;ith a presidential tele\ision address,.
hut it is doubtful he i 'ill gain. .t hc support he seeks
when one considers his C.irribcan basin init.iative
progr,im, which was proposed over three years ago:
still has not been funded by the Congress and the ·

Dave Morgan, a student Judicial Advisor and
former Judicial Board. member, commented that
.. it's an unfortunate fact that so many students-are
basically unaware of the functions and procedures
of the Judicial - System. There · could be an
improvement in UNH;s Judicial system if mor~
students were aware ofthe characteristics of it and

analog~~s_drawn .between Nicaragua and Viet Nam.
• The choice -then wiH probably evolve into a
hands-off. self-determination policy, offered by the
democratic White House · contender· and · the
intcrventidnist colintcr'-Marxist polic~' , of its
· occupa:nt. It is in th i.s area that we as the votcrsmusi

Instead of bec~>n1,_
i n.g
disillusioned u,ith our
prese~.t understanding_iue .
111.ust search different
n1,ediun1,s to help ansu,er ·
questions concer.ning
Ceniral Am,erica. -·
. produc-c a wcll:..edu~,~ted and thought -out dccisi<)n.
. Our pr;escnt news fdrrnat docs not make thisea~y.
Film clips and newspaper articles fo:cus only· on,
immediate developments and arc kept bridcnough
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Brian J. Couturier is the Forum Editor for The New
Hampshire and has spent the last two months ,
investigating the University '.s Judicial System.

_

By Joe Ger1.,ais
to avoid boring .anyone with only a mild interest in
international events. Th.is · fragmented approach
will prnhably continue due to its .su,c cess at covering
other issues but it will continue to confuse rnost of
us because cach-sto1'y l<)oks at a tree rathertha'n the
· forest.
.
·
Instead of becoming disillusioned with our
present understanding we must search differe1-,t
mediums to hctp a~swer question~ such as: How
much arc left-wing . forces being a_ided by
comm.unist nations? Arc the people willing to make
a democracy work? Do the people support their
present government? ,What form of governm_ent do
they want?
The necessary medium will h_ave to be analytical
articles written by individuals ·who have lived in
Central Amcrica.Thrciugh them, we cah gain useful
insight into the complex problems of the region.
In this way, we ca ·n make a. responsible decision . .

Joe Gervais is a senior pvliticalscien(e major and a ·
·
· ,.reporter for The New Hampshire. .
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Deadline is April 23, 1984: ---
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Photography stalUiterary staff anp Production*
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May Music Fest
"a taste o.f variety"
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May 5, Saturday, 6:00 pm
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Come join SCOPE and help with production and security! Meeting Monday,
April 23 at 6:30-pm. Senate Merrimack Rooms 305-306 MUB
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Arts & Fe_8tul'es_ .
Celebration of the arts rit hotel dinner
The cocktail hour was held

By Rae Ann Hoyt
_ Last Tuesday the Granite
State room of the MUB was an
empty, dull, function roo'm. By
Friday it was transformed into
an elegant dining room holding
a "Celebration of the Arts.:•
"Celebration of the Arts"
was the latest in a series of
dinners planned and engineered by Hotel Administration
students in "Advanced Fo~d
and . Beverage Management"
l:la:,:,.

Celebration of the Arts, hotel dinner being set up in the Granite State Room Thursday
night.(Tyrone Andriozzi photo)

Gance's Napoleon
By Consuelo Congreve
Napoleonisa 1927 cinematic
and his-toric French masterpiece. To miss its New
Hampshire premie•r this_
Wednesday, Thursday, and·
Friday in Murkland 110 would
pe the film buff's mjstal<e of a
lifetime.
. Able Gance's 240 minute
silent film Napoleon is
considered by many critics to
be the best film of all time. The
filming is uncharacteristic ~f
the twenties still cameras. Here

TIie

:,tut:knt~

work

t~g~ther to create a special
_dmmg atmosphere and unique
menu for the · two evening
dining event.
The ·Telebration of the
Arts" theme - was evident
everywhere. Hostesses seated
guests at tables like ~~Sout·h
Pacific" in the theater section
of '"Pavlova" - i"n the dance
section. The left wall was an art
gallery featuring student art
w'o rk, Patricia Elliot's etching
·•Richard" and Karl K.oga·s
photo .. Newcastle" were
displayed.

!rbm 6:30-7:30. Guests mingled
m the center of the room
iooking at a carved harp ice
sculpture watching mimes Dan
Booth and Dave Kent
magically turn balloons -into
animals, Classical music
from the mus1e department
students added . to the
atmosphere.
A variety of hot a·nd cold ·
Hors d'oeuvres were served.
Offering~ included stuffed
· mushrooms, · flaky beef
pastries, fresh strawberries,tomatoes filled with cheese,
and scallops wr_a_QQ_ec:l__il) baCOf!.
The most unusual was a ring o(
•avocado garnished with -blue
cheese and served on ·dark
bread. Some · of the food
preparation began as early as
the Tuesday_befQ_re.
Each table had a ticket stub
placecard bearing its name. At.
the center was a floating candle
surrounded by a ring of white
carnations and daffodils.
Menus bearing an artist's pallet
H_OTEL, page 17

..
is ·a French · masterpiece

· - The film follows Napoleon sets. The final reel is shot with the peasants in the throes of
from his misanthropic youth in three different cameras _and the revoltiifon. The-f sing-along
school, where his battles are spliced together. _!!_~_Is_e_Cfrot - te> the _stirring tune highlighted
· snowball and pillow fights, fr~m one end of the screen to . by Carmine Coppola's niusical
Albert-Dieudonne is majestic ·-through _ .,,.his _period as an . the__~!her_i11sJ~~d oft9_w_ards_the score.
· as Nap o I eon; e qua 11 y outcast during the French
The film uses o_riginal
viewer ·as in typical twenties
convincing in battle and _in the R_evo~ution, and ending with
considering the time
techniques
·
movies.
drawing room , courting his victory as General of the
.period. With Gance's direction
Josephine. Most of Gance's Army inToulon, Italy.
Napoleon is a triumph .. it is intelligently presented. It
.
- shots have him surrounded . by
The screen is .often filled with · Gance used his editing holds attention even for four
an aura of light. He is linked
symbolically with the natural pamoramic nature scenes even techniques to evoke a plethora hours. Only a few scenes are
dignity -of an eagle that he had during battles. In one scene, . of emotions. An example is the slow, such as courtroom scenes
as a boy. Often there's a double Napoleon stands alone on an, scene where · the French · but they are short enough and
exposure ·of the eagles face and outcrop of rock while the sea N a t i o n a l A n t he m • • Le action follows closely to keep
breaks around him and the sun Marsaiellese" is introduced to the flow.
Napoleon's.
the camera is mounted on
horseback, a cannon, a swing,
and simulates ocean swells.

M _e llow Pri -m e
Time in MUB Pub
constant -dancing.
By · Consuelo Congreve
On the folk and soft rock
Prime Time, an amateur ·
agenda. the second song Prime
group, gave a sometimes
Time performed was James
energetic yet equally lagging
Taylor's "Sunn)' Skies". Their .
performance at the M ub Pub
voices blended nicely in an
Saturday night.
enjoyable rendition of the song . .
. Bill Reinstein, a UN H
did Taylor's '"Mexico" in
They
junior. plays piano and electric ·
the second set, which got some
keyboard in the group. Rob
couples up slow dancing.
·sut.herlancL a UN H alumnus,
Reinstein sang Ario
plays electnc and acoustic
Guthrie's '"The City of New
guitar. _
Orleans" nicely, even though he
Sutherland · did lead vocals
missed the line "' ... and the
on Jimmy Buffet's "Che.eseburger in Paradise" a lively graveyards of the -r usted
automobile," singing ••junksong that Sutherland had fun
with . The audience joined in, . yard" instead. He also
tried .the old folk tune '"The ·
clapping out the beat,
•· Another Saturday Night" by Water is Wide" but did not
quite catch the sp-irit of the
Cat Stevens was al~o wel'i'
song, which is primarily vocal.
done_:_____ _
His piano was more dominant.
Prime Time enjoyed
Sutherland sang the
themselves - with the comical
bv Don Maclean.
"Vincent".
"the No-No Song" by Ringo
· _ He did a g"i·ea-tjob captu-ring the
Starr.
·
H owcvcr. · their version of bittersweet t_ur1e and lyrics.
· Prime Time mellowed- ~ut
Paul Simon's "Mc and Julio
Elvis Presley's '"Little Sister,"
Down by the Schoolyard'.' was
but slowed nicely ·i nto the
too clcirn-cut and not upbeat
Beatles' '"Drive My Car," with
enough. They did sirnilar work
-.
.
.
.
.
.
Reinstein · supplying auto
on Simon's "Kodachrome" in , sounds
· on the keyboard . Remstem and Sutherla11d, Pnme Time performed m the MUB Pub Saturday mght.(Scott Young
the second set. which was only ,,
· - - photo)
-·
a close rendition of the original. PRIME TIME, page 17 ·
The audience respo·nded
enthusiasticall 11 an~,rw~1y with ;
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bo-µght the Durham Bi~e shop 4 stolen wheel could _c ost $100
, .· ·
to replace.,.
years ago· "Nhen h~_was
eight
· First ol three. parts,'
school and -· 1-c.H tourinu. how'e vcr.
hi.gh
teaching
even
it
does
·sailev
· John
Otb dQ in_the ' 1-arrcll rccomn~etitlcd ~111 IX
though ifs .. easier to thumb ... needed something
(ht; _, OQ _ _long_cr__ speed hike.
·
summer.
.
to.the
get
to
it
Tom LaRue·does
"'Most nn\ bikes arc . IX
As an i.111derg:raduate
beach as well as · classes. ·Joe teaches). he used a :•thirty spe~ds." he' s,_1id. "'It does,i·t ·
at · UNH.
Kari-Nan
a
have
didn't
,Gervais
w'r eck" three-speed to cost an\ 'more-t<) put a third cog
pass and did it insttmd of hitch dollar
: Nowth-at lie owns a . on a hi°kc Ut h:n spL-cd has t\,o
around
get
reason.
the
hiking. Whatever
he doesn't even sell ,on ttw pedal assemhl~\ It gives
shop.
..
bike
·
manv UN H · students and
fantastic gearing.. Y <HI can go
bike._~--· ·
speed
three
around
getting
are
. prof~ssors
a hilJ \, ithc,ut g.ctting_o.ll the
up
.
tow"1rd
'been
has
trend
··The.
·
on hicvcles.
hike."
Farrell
bikes.'~
expensive
more
The numhcr of hikers is hard
In Europe . . farrcll ·said.
to estimate. -Offieer Paul sajd. "'Ifs like jogging. -P~ople
arc
Kopreski of · UN H · Public don't just put on-a' pair.of Pro~. mostly three speed hikes
arc
distances
the
because
used
more
Thefre
anymore.
Keds
Safet)' said very few bicycles
shorter and Yisihilit'.• · is hc-tter
are registered with the careful about their equipment." ·
. The'good news is that due to- on a three speed . In the US.
·department: But the full bicycle
·ra C k S< 0 U t S i d e aC a d em i C the current exchange· rnre on· howcvc.r. -- the . roads . arc
buildings on ·sunny days show the US dollar. you can buy a "'ncdlent for tmn:ing and
that many people nna oic_>'cling better bike for the money now distances arc unlimited.''
"'You can c(n er t\\ 0 to four
a valuable transportation. than you · ever could before.
_ .
according to . Farrell. Th·is i~ · times the distance on a ten
alte'rnative.
Not only does a bicycle get · because even Ame·rican bi-kes speed hike than you can on a
people around. but ifs also use mostly foreign parts Farrell three speed." Farrell said.
I-or. such distances. Farrell
good exercise according to said :
The bikes at Farrel!'~' shop said a helmet should he \\ orn.
do,c tors R'pbert Buxbaum and
~·tt\ cas'.· for a ·motoris-t to
Lyle Micheli. in t_heir book startat$200andgou pto$l500Sports for L(fe. bicycling and.all have ten speeds or more. misjudge tl;c speed of sol)1eone
belongs near the top of all Most of his customers are oni1 hike. The:-, ma~. pulLout in
aerobic sports: especially since looking for a "medium priced front ·0 r \ ot1. I kno\\ offi,c to
it involves little wear and tear touring bicycle" in the $400- six C.\am.pks C\er) .yc~ir when a
· helmet s,l\cd somehod\ \ life."
·
.
,
$600 range.
on the body.
Helmets cost $15--50 ·hut
Bicycles fit into four basic
Mike Farrell. owner of the
:·Dur:ham Bike shop on Jenkins categories: children ·• s. sufficient ones cost $:25.
Farrell. however. was ·the
.. ,Court. advises mixing biking commuting. tour:ing. and
with running or-swimming for racing. They roughly follow on!; hi 1-:er in ten icwcd \\ ho
Sue Jackson ridjng her bike in Durham. (T9by Greenfield
wo;.e a hdmet while ridi.n!!.
the best all around fitness.• that order in price as wett. ·
.. .-......
· photo)· ·
R UC. \\110 houg,ht a
Senior
Farrell said a low-priced
Many i-unners,..with leg injuries
go .to biking to keep in, shape . touring bike (about $300) will $JOO . Trek · bicycle hist /\priL
: while their wounds heal. he give .""marginal perforniance" said he has never worn a helmet
said. Most importantly. . when used for 1-ong distances. iind has dislil-:cd an.:-, ' he\ tried
according to Farrell.- you cart but a $200 bike may be on .
"l\c hcen hikirn.?.' i•()r twcnt'.·
get th~ same good excercise on .sufficient for commuting and
:,c,trs and l\e nc,e~· gotten int~)
an inexpensive bike as you can short touring.
He rccorr1mendcd a $20() · an accidc-nt that \njured Ill~.
get on an ex pensive one. only
price-range bike for _stitdents head_ .. said I.a R uc ~ \\ ho rides
you can't go as far.
In fact. Farrell suggested an commuting from Ne~market . 15(-)-7() n.1 ilcs ) I "l:c~.:,._ppd. even
1
hsive . th ree s12,,eed_bicy~ le or Dover _because "chances ar~ ~i : rn t) f"~' iii' tli t sunin"1t: t :· ,; ,. ,·"'.
;xpe_,
,
in·
view 1 .-.
'view 2
as the 'best way t~ get around that itw"bn··t be stolen forresale· · sl:nior (ic,:,ai~ doesn't..\\~~~'ar
campus.
_
By Uam O'Maiiey
and is more likel~1 to have bolt _ a helmet hcra use he has "nc\'Cr
By Jim Sullivan
the
look,
they
t~worse
"The
"·
on -wheels rather, than ""quick kit t hrea trncd whci1-J: id ill!!.'. he
.
CJa~h
the
Thursday
Last
·
a
ed
displa)
Clash
. The:
•
renewed sense of vitality in made a triumphant ,<:turn to better." · he said. "Then you release" · wheels which are ~aid .·
hicu;,J e
Fuesdar.
lock
to
£'.\'/
1'°
bother
to
are
have
and
don't
easily
an
wifh
rocR
removed
·
pure
or
roots
the
the
at
Thursd:ay
last
concert
nwinrcni111n·. _,:a/err ·a,ul
expensive to replace.
Portfaod Exposition Center. impressive set of old and . new_ them uit.': . _
·•1 wouldn't use a $400 bike securir_r.
Founding member Jo'e material. A varied audience or ·~-·• Farrell. who organized the
_S trurrimer led his three young Clash fans got quite a surprise UNH 'cycling tean:i in 1972, around campus, :~~~jd. "Just
-- · and eager recruits through at the Portland Exposition .hall
nearly two hours of spirited from t_he band many thought·
was washed up .
play. ··.
Unlike their last '"Combat
.. Shortly after dru'inmer
Topper Headon's departure Rock" totir. there are no
last year, the group disbanded . keybmirds._fancy guitar effects .
whe!_'L a . conflict developed or ego displays anymore. Just ,
· be_t ween_ Strummer and fat, loud chords punched out of
· .guitc:lrist ·Mick Jones. Aga inst;.: Marshall amps.· •·Magnificent
. J 0 J1es·,,<. wishes , Strummer i, Seven" and ··_R ock the Casbah"
agreed to remix their"Combat lost their studio drum
. Rock" LP for CBS ,records: ' i•ynthesise'r.s · an<;i gained a~
Jon·es was sub fi equ.ently streamlined- punk sound. Old
,dumped bec a us·e of his : favo ri·tes like ~·Safe European
:-·differing opinion s and lack of : _Home" and "JanieJ_ones" were
given vitality by Shepp~trd and
·
motivation.
T he -energetic St rummer and White, who play loud and fast.
bassist Pa ul Simonon form fhe as if the:-} learned guitar from
. backbone of the re vised Clash. old Clash and Ramones
Three ,rookies to the rock · albums .
The new originals embody
circuit make up the rest ,:drummer Pete Howard and what Joe St rummer said he was
: , guitarists . Vince · White and tr~/ ing to achieve in a r_ecent
:•Rolling Stone" ~rticlc,t :,T he
Nick Sheppard.
,,. Strummer's dedication to t.1e "'soul" a.nd spirit ·()f, olc_t r (Jck• . •
ban-d 's basic punk roots and the mixed with rh f thri1-and .-~~J:p,e< --,
: ne wc omers• refr.eshing _punk-pop vocals and a-roa:_ting . :
•· intensity made for a 'lively set of punk sound tempo . . ""·."· >/, ·
While some -r,reviou s' O~sh ·-•·
twenty-seven songs. Fr,o m the
· ·opening chords of ··L ond0n shows had. .been uneve.n· ·and , •.
Calling" to the final encore even boring. Tfie (Jash·se~med ·.
~•White Riot" ' they 'shG\\'ed an to be excited to ge playing !_ivc
un e nding determina t ion to shows again. The mo-hawked
Joe S trummer ran around the
presen t so ngs with force.
. T he Clas h 's insistent return stage a nd. clim bed cYver amps. ·
to · their beginnings in the He also smikd a, lot. Shepard
British • punk in vasion was and W hite have every "77 punk · T_ o uring. bikes for sale in D urham Bike shop.(Frank Co nsentino photo)
represented in Thursda~ 1 ·s stance and fa.cial · expression
concetrtkwhefre hatlhf t.hefi_r stotngs · dh?¼J'n pat. Paulb_Sin10 nqn ~ads . . _ _ _ ..;._ _______~------- --------- --------- •,. 1·.
an
1s a mes 0 can ass payer
1
we-re a ~n rom_ . e1r irs . wo
.'
a!bum~~~The Clc!.§h" _and_:_Qjye __ alth_Q':Jgh . drumrhcr - Ht)-W?rd
. _ _ _ __ ...;....;......,.___....,llllllflil...,,:......- ~..........
, _..;..,__
- -L
CLASH, page 17
.
' CL~SH, page 17

;, By John Ouellette·

I.a

Two views of the
Cla-s h concer t
1
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---------·- - - - - -~·-; .......--------~HOTEL---------------,,......_ _ _ _.....
( continued from page 15)
to
wait betwen courses with250 . a~d: \vhipped . ~rearri . .After-:,c:·,; Qro·g~am i;;ing; a seris.e of unity
. were b,; each guest's plate:Tinv ' Booth pr~sented a mu.tine
people being s~rved at. once. ?. ward the U_NH Jazz Co_~~_q :· _. tp)he d~partinerit. _ · · i_ :
. Christ ma s tree . Ii g ht s · about runners in a· road race
.Before dessert .. two . danct; played while a ,s~r,p_n~i-~g_.i_:,.;~/Preparation for these resrilts
· transformed ' .the ugly high . trying to · .b eat , each , other.
· ceiling into an intimate Perfoi·med tq ' tht; tune of -.~umbers were perfomred by. amount of s_tudr.n_J ~ :J:9ln·e,d_. __ :.be:g'an as earl,.,r as Wednesd:i:lv..
n
J
UN H ModernDance
chandelier lit room. : ·
"'Theme from · Cnaridts; of
. .
. students:
•
a d u lts f. or~ t~irI 911J., h. e ·•,uoor.-·students gathered .in th_
e
Service _IS important !O, the Granite 'State room ' building
The first c.ourse .•• Act 'I". was . j:.·ire'\ it featured slapstick ,The first piece wit-h .two dancers,~
performing grac;~ful Jifts was~ gour~et dmn~rs. lnt~o:d-ostory , platforms that became the bar,
a chilled honeydew mel_o n soup ' falling dowri. ·and dirty 'tricks.
sensuat~rnd intertwining. In the . ?nd mtermediate Hot~! cpu~s_t; setting the.elaborate tables. and
with a delicate · spice taste.
· The· · main course. Veal
Impression of'Sole. rossettes of Coachella, was served with a ,i,; second numbe.r a group o( stu~ents are ~9or men. coc,k!~Il . , , teaching the proper serving
dancers moving in a free(orrri wa~treses. ··wme stewards, and ·:;: techniques. On Saturday the
sole- in a delicate white ·sauce spinach. bacon. aJJple ancfspi~e
flavored by mushrooms stuffing. The veal was · a little. circle ~nergetically chased each · waiters: They . ·gq th_rJmg_h :/sounds of hammers and sa\\is
. followed. Pear Sorbet. served dry. · but . the nutted rice . ot~~.~colate .P.rism dess.e rt w·•a:s· fori:naI , 'train)ng'.-,-i,i"n_.;_c9:·rect1y:&._j~ ,ern . replaced ·by quiet cHri~er .
takmg away plat~s~.:effenng the . conversation ana c1ass1ca1
in miniature ice cream · cones accompanying it was excelle_n t.
one of the dinner's master- wine ~'o rk for'__fhf~~sfomer to '.rrmsic: .
:
from an artist's pallet was next.
· The gro1,1p had some minor
pieces. Chocolate crepes .were examm,e. and .~ourmg c_of,fee. .
-.
. Between the starter courses · problen;is .in timing the serving
coverea ' with chocolate sauce Using 'aU ,th~ s,h~~.e nts in the/
and the main course mime of the courses. Some tables had
,..,_

.

-------------------CLASH------------......---~- , . __
(.continued 'i'rom page 16)
view 1 ·

The Clash presented t heir
'cm Enough Rope''. Although concert were below par. The
· 1982's ··combat Rock" was radio · transmitted guitars Portland fans with a: definitive
their biggest seller to date. the impaired the sound ~quality return to their roots. Their
. ove_rall performance was punk
group devoted time to only one with unnecessary feedback,
cut from that album. ··Rock the ··
The group incor·porated at its hcst. Joe StI'umrner_ has
Casbah". ·
video gimmicks ineffectively: reaffirmed · his position as
They also unveiled several using a dozen televisions to add · rock's leading rebel after being
new songs from a forthcoming unneeded visual stimulation. out of the public eye for'the last
album. ··This is London" and
Irrelevant clips from old two years . .
•·Are You Ready for War'?" movies and films orthe band view i .
highlighted the debut material. preparing for the show
The new songs borrow familiar detracted - from the group's · was hidden in the back. 'he
·
played with fierce intensity.
_patterns of the earliest Clash professionalism. ·
recordings - -- Strummer's
The -Clash wrapped up the
verbal abusive.ness· and
Portlanddatewithanextensive
repeated guitar riffs such as seven song encore. Each ~ong ·
t.h at in ··clash City Rockers".
was delivered with all the vigor
Reinstein's own compos•·Armagideon Time", a oftheirrecordedversions.Nick ition.••NowlSeeThatlDon't
drawn~out reggae tune. proved Sheppard's •lead guitar work Matter'' had lyrics li_ke ·..j~s_t a
to be the low point of this was particularly sharp and song to keep you smihng
otherwise electrifying show. _ creative · during two encore anyway." Reinstein and
The onl~. other lull in the
favorites: ··1 Fought the Law"· Sutherland co-authored
perforntance. ~a sluggish
and the sinister •·Brand New •·something About You_''
rendition of ··The Guns of Cadillac". 'Tm So Bored With which was a lively song about
Brixton", · was, the one song the USA". with typical Clash being happ" in love. •·Believe"
: with vocals by Simonon . in anger. __provok~d a - frenzy was . another . Prime Time
place 9J__strumm~---· ______ · amongtheslam-dancingcrowd ., composition. ~bout believing
· ·: Techn ibl aspects of _the . , up fro1;1t. .·,, .. .~ .L,- _,,
. "\(,. i~ . oneself.- Reinsteins's v·oice

·i he stage ~how :was another · _.tlad. arid T he Uglf_~dming •·1 !
highlight. The J ight ~how-· was Fought the Law" to news
indicative of t:he oand's new· . footage of race riots during the
stripped dowrt ·image: instead -~T_h~_9yps_o( !3_r1.~!(_)~_:.." J]ips
of a multi-cotored ·slide show from films · showed Clash
and camouflage covered stage~ heroes su-ch ~s James bond.
-there were only red and white · ·The Road · Warrior". •·The
lights. There were also about Wild One''. ·•Taxi Driver" and
eight video screens on top ·of Kung Fu masters. all of w,h ich .
their amps and PA. Vid.eos added a new dimension to the
,-anged from ··The Good. The show.

--------------PRIME TJME----------.- (continued from page 15) .

L, ~- , .: . , . ·

NEED STORAGE?

·

•

cracked and_ the sound man theencores,Sutherla'nd°danced . :~e up to smg along and help through the crowd with his ·
. .
.
.
guitar dur.ing Jim Croce's
. Pnme T~m~ d1sp~ayed the -•·workin' in the Car Wash
mostenergyw1t~theirlastfew , Blues,"andthefrnalsong,The
songs,.Afte:rplaymgforclo~eto . Young Rascals"•Good Lovin"' .
, three hours;_ Sut~~rlan~ did a was _a sna_ppy ending_ to the
- remarka?le rend1t1on of Do_n evenmg.
Macl~an s Ion~ and_ ~lass1~
With a bit more practice,
•·American Pie" which riveted Prime J'ime could present a
the audience's attention. For 'fine evening's entertainment..

6

(

PLANT

Store your school things for the summer!

SALE

•lo-w monthly .rates
•resident manager
•open 7 days a week
· •space sizes to fit

at: U.N.H.

5x5 IOxlO'
5x5 IOx I 5
larger available

date: Thursday,April 19th
Friday, April 20th
place: .Carrqll-Belknap Rm.
of the MUB
•

time: 9:00am-5:00pm

Sponsored b~1
Student Activities Office

HAUCH STORAGE
Old Dover Rd. Newington, N.H.
BY THE FOX RUN MALL

431-2749

Quality Plants
at Low Prices!
Brought to you by:
FALL BROOK FARM
821 Union St. ·
Leominster, MA
01453
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GARFIELD -

.By -JIM DAVIS
I'M TIR£17 OF

AT L£A5T YOU
&ET TO SEE.

. SEEING TME. SAME.
OU7 SCENERY.
DO. YOO KNOW

5CEN-E.RY

· w1-1AT I M£AN?

me to_contribute v·oluntaril)~,"
he said. "People underestimate
other peoples good "nature. ,
They are so b_u r,de-ned , with
taxes they don't have the
mone~i to be charitable."_

Heart ···
Answers
_WHAT IS
_
_
HARDENING
OF THE ARTERIES?

B.C.

B_y JOHNNY ·HAR't
WE. AL.50 ~AVE.
THE. 5E:L.F-S\0MfED

.. We HAVe lHESE cure.
JOB61BS f AAT WE.Mt«.E.
UPIN r.-\E. SACK Rct,M.

_Et-JV'e(.Of1:.G.

A common form of hardening of the
arteries is atherosclerosis . It occurs
when fatty deposits in the bloodstream bu11a up on me inner walls or
the arteries. People who have
,
atherosclerosis are more likely to
suffer a heart attack or stroke_. The
risk of developing atherosclerosis
can be reduced by observing a diet
low in saturated fats and cholesterol
Contact your local American Heart
- Association for more information.

Cl[~ts~~~g~~rt
. WE'RE FIGHTING FORYOUR LIFE .

© N-• Group ChiclgO, Inc .. 11114

~By J~FF MACN-E LLY
NO!~~r,
.
LIKE. ICBM'~ Fo~ N01UI~.

AND ™EN m~FZE'5

· iJ46,'('~~

~L 1il6. DANGE

London ·
Paris
Madrid
Luxemburg
Amsterdam

~uri_ch .,
.

_.

Stockho"lm
Caracas

\ II

Bogota

;. - l
✓

National Student Travel Bure~u
of the US A

266-1926

*New Addres·s

·.WOR·D SEARCH S U R O Y E V R US KO 0 . 8 Y

U R R O WE T S E I R P R A T

-BLOOM-. COUNTY
, By B,E RKE B.R EATH·E D

- 729 Boylston St. _
Suite 201 Boston, MA 0211 6

R E P. E E K K O O B O O K R N
· V D R N M T T: C O D T E N. B A

R N I A• S M O .E O C N E R E T
E E . N. I

J

U A

·s

A J · A I

L R N

M· T T R E V I R D K C U R. T U
RR TO L I P. U GK L · S ME 0
, A • A -S l' . 0

E B ~ ·s "
R _E U I
~

J

0 •G N . L

t

O E U I

H€KE'S 1H€ 5CHEP(J{£

OF 1Jle 5PEC/Al-/NTERE5T-·
6ROVF'5 11-ltrr Of/fl. Vice -PRe5/PeflTIAL CANPIPAre
W/1.i 6€ VISITING

1H/5 WE~K.
1ffRT16 YOI/.

\

I AM AWARE,
OF 1HAT.

££55€~,,. MONPAY IS 1H€·
''fl(OTH€RH0011 OF 5TAMMERIN&
WORM FAl?MER, '~ .. 7VE511AY.,
''BOSTONIANS FOR 8VPl1HA '~••
W€/lN€SiJAY, ''1HE 6AY .
SP6WNk~5 A550CIMION::,

Send a ~~sket
full of spring.

\-

.

G C

K A B N R ·L T b C

R E Y ,W A L G P

H H N E w· M E G. Y M. t

U A

J C· ·

U C U . C · R G. w· T S I M E H C T

-

D. R E H C A E T . I 8 A K E .L 0
G A.P

I

l

0 ,- W R E T .

N

I . R P N

_ Can you find the 'hidden occupations?
ACCOUNTANT
ACTOR
ARTISI
•
BAKER
BARBER
BARTENDER
' 'BOOKKEEPER
BRICKLAYER _.
CANTOR .
CHEF
CHEMIST ,
.
CHIROPRACTOR
CLERGYMAN
DISC JOCKEY

FARMER HISTORIAN
JUDGE
LAWMAN
LAWYER
. NURSE
PILOT
PRIEST
PRINTER
PROGRAMMER
SINGER- ,
Sl 1RVEYOR
TEACHER
TRUC_K DRIVER

' WORD F!ND ,page 20

ANP OF COUR5E., THVl<SPAY
· /fl PHYU.IS 5CHt.Af£.Y1S
CIV/l lWSTRICTIONS _.
Gfl.OVP. .. TH€ "/...A.

w. /~

I

The Easter BasketBouquet
from your ITO® Florist.

'' LAP/f;5 1'61f!N5T

-woMeN ,., _

.\ ,

00,,,50(/N/JS
RAP/CAL. •

.\

__ £aster is
Sunday, April 22.

5L-·R,J~I
FLOWER & GIFT SHO
56 Main Street-Durham
....7021

- Send your tl,l~ughts -_
with special.Rcare.™
'

-...... ./

®

®Registered trademark (If Flori$1S'
Tralisworld Delivery Assocjation.

--·•--------------~------------------------------..---------.....---------·
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Hey scream I thinl<it's been too long sine;
To Dex Baqy and the Seratt-monster· ::_
1974 Toyota -Runs INspected S175.00
NH DWl Prevention Counce! has available
the Catnip!! Love and pin apples, Ross PS
you two are driving us all absolutely crazy.
Call 436-4471. Greenland
the following work study positions for
Do you still run7
Smarten up or V\le'II simply have to take
spring and summer. 1 )Assistant to the
1978 Honda Hawk CB400 T, runs
you both back to the 'kennel. Dee.
·director / typing, writing, telephone, filing,
hope this week is an
Dear Lou excellently, 8000 miles, luggage rack,
organization. 2) Clerical. 3) Research
improvement over last- love 309
Summer Sublet!!! Beautiful, new
crash bar, fairing, .$650, call Mu.rray at 2Assistant (compile, analyze and report
apartment located. on Madbury ·Rd. ·
2281 or 868-9922
Gloria and Dee Dee Pistachio's waits for
Apt. in Newmarket to sublet for summer
ondata. 4) Sales and Marketing Manager
Negotiable, 2
Great location. Rent furnished. 1 bedroom . S285 per month
you. - Sunday!
1969 SAAB 96, V-4. Good mechanical
for distribution of non-alcoholic
spaces available - female only. Contact
plus utilities. Off-street parking. Very cool
.
Solid
engine
running
condition, smooth
alternative distribution of -non-alcoholic
Heidi - so sorry to hear about your
·
Terri or Yvonne at 868- 7094
in hot weather! Call Richard 659-5212 _ alternative beverages. Pay range is $4body, not r9st, Radials, good mileage,.well
cancer. _It's been a great friendship ....:...
early morning or evenings.
Be sure to pick up your registr.ation form
maintained. $975. 431-6.102.
$6 / hr. depending on position and
sorr_y it had t-0 end this way. Love, Spain
for the. 3rd annual student talent show in
experience. Contact Leo Spenter at 659Summer sublet for two- clean, cozy one
Lesl·ie · H -a personal from the
rm 126 of the MUB. First Prize S150,
Aldo,oh,Aldo,sorry the guys are teasing' ·
5743 .
bedroom apartment in Durham, right on
disappearing man. Have a good week.
Just
second prize S.,'50 . Registration Deadline
you about the persoAals page.
a cious living room, partly
campus . 'sp_
"New England Boys Camp" -(Mass .) Maybe.l·-11 see you some time.
April 18th so Hurry.
warited to thank you for being such
• furnish.ed Bike ar;id laundr,y room in
Councelor Positions for Program
. .
dinner.,pal
hotel
e
h
t.
at
pleasant company
building. Avaii'able June 1st, $182 a
Williamson : Vote on 4/18 for Jim Barrett
Your suit wasn't too mothball
Specialists: BAseball, Canoeing, Cycling, ..:·'1:.
month per person negotiable, Call Beth at
VP for Hall
~ President, Eric Felch Sailing, Swimming, Tennis, and 1
sr,nelling,and you don't dance too badly to
868-1 904 or Deb at. 868-5186
Affairs, Marion Fitanides- VP for
WAterskiing, Arts and Crafts, Computer,
old fart music. Next time you're taking m_e
a chance University Affairs and Dewey L_
Help! I need a place to live this summer in
Crama / Muxic, Photogr1;1phy, Oyernight
to dinner,and I don't mean Hudd. See
out
Senator. For a joint effort in next' year's
the Falmouth area on Cape Cod. If yoµ
Camping, Woodworking, Send details,,
you at the blood drive and remembver it's
Hall Government.
need a roommate or someone to fill up a
references - Camp Nah-Kee-Nac, 190
Papers, resu-mes a·nd letters prepared
only a few days left til graduation XXO'O
house, please call me at 862-3904 ask f<;>r
Linden Avenue, Glen ,Ridge,. NJ.07028.
Bart - Thanks sooo much for bringing us
professionally and quickly by 9 to 5
fr'om the TW reporter'
Dave c;:
l'ike
don't
you
know
I
bed,
in,
breakfast
Exeter,
Bridge,
String
SErvice,
SEcretarial
.
round.
yr.
Summer,
OVerseas· · Jobs.
Doolittle, Pistachi~'s, ,waits fbr you too!
things like that going around, but just this
Furnished single roorps with .baths
Europe, S Amer. Australia, Asia. All · NH (603) 772-9585
They miss your nightly visits _a nd phone
once I can't let' your thoughtfulness 90
available for female students only.
fields . $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing . Free
tax
Income
Professional FEderal
calls for the f.lavor up-date
unspoken. It was so nice of you to do that
Available for 1984-85 academic year.
info. Write IJC, PO BX 52-NH Corona Del
Preparation services. Discount. with ahy
where did you learn to be so
.
Eli za . Ar·e vou qoi.nq to invite me to the
Mar. CA 92625
Private en tr a.nee. ten minute walk from TUNl-l ID, ¢6 and up. cG>II 96:2-31179 . Elr u co
we
M_aybe
sneaky)!
(and
considerate
Catnip this time? Or · are you going ·to
$800-$950 per semeseter,
H all
for appointments.
Teaching &ADMn .. Jobs. 1984-5.
J.·i,ltli11µ.
ju.~,
often
more
fight
should
exclude me like you and coke-head did the
including utilities, call 868-2217 after 4
recruiting NOW NESC lists from 400-600
Anyway, you're such a sweetheart! I am
Alpine #7151 cassette deck, am'fm car
oiher night7!! No, I have no interest at all
p.m
new jobs weekly. Nat'II coverage. No
psyched for all that we have planned for
stereo system . with Alpine speakers.
in going bar-hopping. (I bet Mimi would
s ion. For subscrip't info _ Hardly used. s200:oo or b o. (603) 778-· · the next few weeks. It will be so much fun! .
agency commis_
Cape Cod Summer - HYfl,NN.IS - Town
l_ike me to come)I
or beach Ga-ls - stop here you've found it, . send SASE to Nat'I Educ. Service CTr
I am so glad I'm going.out with you! Love,
7257 Ask for Gordon or (603.) 868-2833.
alone ot with friends (2 per room) with · 221A East Main Dept. UH. Riverton ; WY
?_Pairi,_<J()r1:t __for!)~tto_~!ite!! __
for
mushy
too
isn't
this
hope
I
P.S.
Susan
1978 Dodge Challenger, A / T, AM / FM.
8250.1, Call M-F (307) ~56.-0170
own fridge,& kitchen priviledges, use of
you, b1.Jt here I am at work and all I can
Amy, how's Rick Springfield? What about
Great Shape, $2000, cal'l :868-1874
cable TV. Apts & cottages $50.00 and up
think of is you, so I just _had to write and
the gorgeous on~with the blonde hair?!!! I
Help wanted, Part'ti'me Dance ·INstructor
weekly. Season only. College
Say Happy- Eater with an Easter Basket. ·
tell you all about it! Oh Yeah - don't
hope it was worth the money and
for the /Seacoast YMCA Must know Up.
1-729-0905
or
1-778-1158
i
atmosphere
Devint Council will deliver an easter
forget to ask Karla about her first draft of
embarassment you went through, too bad
to, date rock and break dancing. Call
50C
only
for
campus
on
avywhere
basket
t;he personal she wrote to you! HA! HA!
·
·you couldn't ·sucker nie into going with
Joanna at 431-2334.
Summer sublet in the Coops. 2 bedrooms,
Pick up order forms ;3t Devine Desk.
you. I. said I wouldn't go with you,to buy it
kitchen, full bath, large living room with
Dear Scott - Hope your weekend at home
Part-time, full time, summer. People!
but that doesn't mean I don't want to
at
Bill
Call
,
people
4
balcony. Idea! f.or
Doing research? Collecting books? Need a.
wasn't too much of a .strain. I know your
wanted for -co,nstruction-related · work,
"read" it!!!!! ,from the girl upstairs who
Alexander 317 at 868-.9.749 or John 868book? Free out-of-print se 9 rch service.
birthday party Friday · night was too
includeing: painting, insulating, clean-up,
rloP.sn't think Springfie_ld is cute.
·
9644 at Stoke 711
Doug Robertson
1-:.\ (,"/'/'I.\(; a'nd it will_take days, maybe
lifting, landscaping, etc. Call 964-6284
even month.s to recuperate from it: Tlien
Hey all you hotel dinner people thanks for
Dover - . 4 bedroom apartment , Large. and leave name and nu!Jl,ber. Seacoast
TYPING WRITING AND GRAPHIC DESI.GN
_again, it's·not every day that someone we
giving this reporter such a fun night on
area.
living room, dining room and kitchen,
by PENNAGRAPHICS & WRITING
celebrate
know turns 20, so we just had to
the town,h~ppy restaur_ant starting to you
• r-iewly rennovated and insulated · JObs in Alaska $800-2000 monthly!
ASSOCIATES Resumes. reports, ·charts
the ocbission!! Hopefully you'll be able to
all! RAH
$600/ month plus oil heat & electricity.
and graphs. 58 Main Street Durham . 868Parks, fishe_ries, resorts, ·oil industry and
you
throw
we
party
the
for
time
in
recover
Located near .Downtown area and on
-.:...
stairs
1025. MWF 10-6, Sat 9-2 Up the
more! 1984 Summer Employment Guide,
Blood drive, blood drive is this week and .
next year! Bet you can't wait! I bet you're
Dover A Kat'iv,ab Ro1:1te. Call 868-5995 or
.between Classic Con~ and REd CArpet.
employer listings. S4.9S- Alasco, Box
we need you:a11 of you,so come out and
thinking right. now "I can't wait to party
868- 7288· ·
·30752, Seattle, WA 98103
give .
1980 Kawasaki K2440 - 3,100 miles
with those girls. Wow are they exicitingr'
FAIi opti'on~ surri'm er $._tJb.let, ef cfusive
Efft•/1,,,,, shape. ¼mile in 14 seconds .
"New England Boys Camp"-(Mass)
Aren't you thinking that? Look out for nexi
' Don't forget the Mortar Board flower sale
Durham apt,. s:e conas from campus, fully
New Battery. New Cover Rear bar with
Counselor Positions for Program
,a great present to bring home to mom this
year .- Your Pal Susa_n_. ·- _
furnishedro .·2 people, . yery large apt,· .in
bag Asking $950. Call 868-1005
Specialists: BAsketball,. cyc;ling, tennis;
Easter to make up for ,:iot writing home
To my shy Anonymous Admirer: Thanks
868call
negot,
rent'
'
excellent ~loc•a'fion,
mornings 0r even ings.
canoeing, fishing, kayaking, sailing,
this· ,semester~h:iok - for yom nearest ·
for the card and particularly the Adam &
1880 ev,_ef:.
waterskiing; widsurfing, archery,
Mortar Board rep pr check us out in the
1976 Mustang II, automatic, 4 cylinder,
Eve brochure. Why do not you stqp by
arts&crafts, computer, drama/music, . very good condition, $1500. (1-207-384:
MUB
Two :.'r-oomn:rntes for nex-t- semester
sometime and we can both become very
electronic_s, ham radio , overnihgt
wanted: · Apartment in Dover, next ' to
2574)
OK everyone· we have some space left-If
happy. Signed: J.P.
camping, video taping. Good salaries.
KariVan ; stop 2 bedrooms, kitchen and
you know me its time for you to get a
75 Ducati Gl860 90 : OHC V-twin,
Be sure to pick up your registration form
Inquire: Camp Mah-Kee-Nac,' 190 Linden
living - r,oor.n: ' cheap! . S113· per month
personal!!
· electronic ignition, 5-spe~d, new paint.
for the 3rd annual student talent show in
Avenue, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028 . Phone includ,es. tj_ot water. Call Phil at 749-1352
Runs perfectly. Handles superbly. Parts
Ellen-Since I miss you the most-Your the
·
Room ·1 26 of the MUB. First Prize $150,
(201) 429-8522-.
Needed: ~wo housemates for summer
. readily avaitable in NH. A very smooth,
first. How are you? When are you going to
second Prize $50. REgist-ration deatlline is
EducationaL..Jaleqt SEa.rch, . a program .,,,.. powerful, comfgrtflble, high quqlity
hous~tp~~eP,ni_si;wrt. Male 9r ~~ma_!;e .If
come up for Dinner and the nightlife ? I
· 'April 18fh so burrv.
helping - d1sadvaritagec( -students with
intereste.d1call for details. Ask for M1ms1,
machine, Must sell! $1200. Call Dennis
hear that you wouJd most likely have a _.
BM: AIVl(ays keep your sunny side up. I
college ·.plans, has a summer WO.~K
Jen or IVl_ir_n. 868-98.14 or 2-~ 135
(2-1286 campus) or 868-9709
great time, what do you say?
office
involves
Job
.
open
position
·
STUDY
you-K.
love
Rooms for Rent for the summer $20/ wk
SP-Sorry about things lately-My mind is
assistance including contacting colleges
Jo Michelle: Happy Birthday!! l:.ove Jane
for douq[~1 ,S25 / wk singl-e. Call 868-9859
in some other state lately. Give it time fo
8/3/84;
and students. 5/21 /84 or 862-1-@06 and ask for Ken or Kevan.
·
return :
To the men of F·o : The eighth floor
MOnday - Thursday, 8-4:,30, $4.00/hr. .
weekends haven't been the same since
Rooms for rent for the summer $20/ wk
Contact Carolyn Julian at 8q_2-1562.
Mir & MJ-Haveri't seen youse in a while·
past
the
for
868-9859
Call
you've invaded Christensen
for double; S25 / wk single
Hope you all are having a goodtime of it as
Summer Jobs - ·MAYHEW needs male
month!! Nance and Kim haven't stopped
or 862-1306 and askfor Ken or Kevan.
of late. Remember you shouldn't forget
Linda Geary, Claude Adrie.n loved the
staff for its summer program, Positions
smiling yet. Have fun overseas and send ·
old friends just because you haven't seen
. Summef·,- Sublet: New 2 bedroom
doughnuts!
are residential, ·9 , weeks:. with salary,
us all postcards! love the 8th.
them in a while. Your old Bill or Mine?
room board, laundry. Job .Oe?criptions,
apartment,: new carpet and appliances.
Scott, Hi Honey! Hope your' day is going
two
with
room
to
female
one
Wanted:
BRistol
179.
BQx
#1,
RFD
749-4832
applications
Dover
400/ mth : .In
well! Well, I just wanted you to know that
males and one female in _apartment · in
Sue-Thanks · for the help on my
NH 03222 or (603) 744-8494. ·
at least I had a good time at your birthday
Dover, Central Avenue. 3 bedrooms,
studying .I'm ready for a party What is the
,:.:atlwri11g!!! Happy 20and 1 week!!! I just
for summer work ·at Salisbury Beach two
living room and kitchen. Only $125 per
theme going to be-I'm counting qn your
wanted to say sorry once more for what
individuals,Desirable with some
· person includes heat and hot water. Call
creativity,
_
. elp
_H
happened Thursday. You·re the greatest!
photographic experience. - Salary &
Brian or Craig. 749-0646 evenings,
And !LY. Let's have some "alone" time,
commision. after 6 p.m. 926-5714.
Maureen-God are you bueatiful.
Hi Caroline! have you missed me in the
okay? (I have so much I want to say to you,
Donna LA will try again.
Four. positions available .for · summer at
personals page? I've been too busy, but
newspaper!)
the
in
it
writing
not
I'm
but
White Mt. Family · Campground and
Counse-lors: Camp Wayne, northeastern
now I have time to say hi again. I hope you . liz-Mr. Conte noticed that you weren't in
Thanks so much for the flowers! They're
Cottage Complex. 1) Assitant manager 2)
Penn. Co-ed children's camp. Interested
had fun at FD and TP: I can 't believe who . class monday! I told him you were at a
beautiful and they're not even br'ussel
Recreation director, 3) office attendant 4)
in Resident Assistants and other students
our hall yesterday!! We all missed
party so not to worry.
strolled
sprouts (even though I loved them too!!)
General maintenance person. Lodging
who really love chi'ldren. Our specialty si
.you while you were gone, dear. Love Ya,
'Lots of love,. !(aria
To all the dedicated,hard-working,intelprovided. A couple would be id~al. Tel.
our warm ·an,d caring-·atm0sphere. 12
Kathy.
1igent,open-m i nded, and thoughtful
Bart-, Thanks' for the breal<fast in bed!!!
659 -2790 for irlterview.
Allevard St . Sida Beach, N.Y. (Include
_workers of The Herald---Get a clue!
Jackie got pinned!!!
That was so A.ice of you! You two get in a
your telephone number)
fight and I get breakfast in bed!!! Now I · KMK-You must be psyched that there are
We have -the· lowest airfares to Europe
don 't want you two fighting.any more, but
Webster, High, how are you? (you
only four weeks left!! Then you can get the
and Across America! For Free -Color
' I'd always welcome bacon and _·eggs!!!
parc;ibably are too, sure d,o wish I were) I
hell out of this place! You're an excellent
BroctwrE:l_, \/Yrite to: Campus Travei~box
the
of
Dawn
Uf:l
Thanks also for giving
hope that I see you today!!! You'd better
roommate and I'm going to miss you, let's
11387 St. Lousi, MO. 63105
Dead to. talk to me.Yo.u're an awesome
·
show up. Well got to run.
do so_mething fun and excitin before the
·
friend!
Su-mmer .Jobs! Exclusive • ornanic MErcury Marquis • dark green, 1970,
year ends! Okeee Dokeee!! Love your
S.Y. Want to wrestle? (no that's right we
cosmetics Line. Looking for dynamic and
74,000 original miles . 429 V-8 engine.
·
JLS.
roommate,
spastic
is
day
ymirhope
I
you?
how
Hi
-~usar,,
must get serious.)
energetic individuals to sell the "Magic" The car is in:very good shape, you ·have to
going well! 1·can't wait for your t>irthday
D.P. -' Sorry to hear about the news. Just
of aloe. unlimited earning potentials. Set see it to appreciate it. 4 door electric
now!! And Bart's! You 're going to love
you.
a.bout
thinking
want you to know I'm
BOYLEHEAD-l'm glad thatyou're going to
_ own hours and create own sales territory. windows inferi9r is in exGellent shape.
your presents!! And -we'll have a great
Hang in there kid. Love, your roomie!
be my summer subletter. Now I can come
Cal _l for interviews Betty York., 749-5139 650 dollars.: Phone 868-9922 or 862time getting them!!! Only kidding. I'm so
party on my days off. I hope that your
and
2281 . Ask for Thad.
Cindy A.-.1 think you are doing·a great job!
· glad :you're my roommate! And I
, Come celebrate teh world at the
day off is great today. I've got to run now.
The questiori is, what are you doing a
think we're poring. Curse that word!! In
international fiesta! Friday 27th April 11- For Sale: Konica 7C Auto flex 35 mm
SUE P.S. Thanks for the rides today.
great job at? I'm psyched to eat so.m e more
fact we're - very exciting, . sensual
5 pm . Rain or shine ,. Sm)th Hall front Cqmera. Vivitar 2600 flash. Both used
cholesterol tom·o rrow morning! Love your
Liz, I hope that ·you have a great Easter
s.k us!! We should go to
women!!! Jus·t a_
lawns. Come ' Se!=! exotic_ dam:ing & once. A stea·1at $19:!~.00. Call 868- 73.61 .
roommate, Kathy PS- Do you want to go
away from all your. kids. Take a vacation
breakdancing. Listen-to do's sowrld music ask for Stanf~Y- ·
Eurol')e,.t.oo!! Well, thanks for ev.erythillfJ,
·
tonig(:tt'?
me
with
· ·
Wars
Vitamin
see
me too okay? Sue.
for
& the Now sound - l:xpress. An
especially those late nights when you
international fashion show & ethn,ic For Sale: Si:ck of your wardrobe?-_Well ;
tiave "8 o'cl0ck classes and I don't!! Love·,
by much too
gone
has
serriester
This
EA_R,
!
!
cutie!
a
are
you
Hello
J:EN
come to a spri.ng clearance clothes sale. ··
·
Karla'
foods . Come and)iave ·an _exp_e rience
quickly. We just haven't gotten together
Women's and . Men's cothing at 1 first
enough.· You will definitely have to visit
C.C. Just thought I would remind you of · quality. Look for us in front of Tudor Hall ·
Sue,Karla,and Kathy Hi you guys!_ after finals (you can even bring Jame: .. )
'Phil Andrews', I was just teasing when I
. the fun times. New.berry's, Reeces, diets (24 Madbury Rd) on Friday and Saturday,
Peaches ..
made the . comment abol.i't · Webster
& exercises, ANSC, Space out moods, pas April 20- an<!J 21 _fr_on;i 11 :00 - 400/ In
Abe: Well, we misseed the deadline for
House. J didn't mean to scare you away.
de deux, 9,000 cals. m_uffin (with accent) case of come up to Apt. 22 It will be worth
·G reg thanks for your intelligent help last
the birthday picture personals, so you
my
·make
to
Don't, forget that you'll have
·and many more! I am so glad I ventured your trip!
·•
Friday,,l'm sure that I will learn everything
were sp_a red the embarassment of having
d,ay sometime too. p.s. HI.
i.nto your room. Do_yam.dishes break? Alia
I
time
the
by
know
should
I
think
you
that
1979. Chev .; Longbed Van Gustomized,
your picture plastered all over campus.
graduate,atleast you wre nice about it all
· MAP - Happy B-Day! This semester sink, frig, table, bed $5200 ir BO Call 942Happy 19th anyway. You '. re in for a hearty
Karla ".. This weekend was so_mueti fun,
. even . though you laughed at me
certainly has been filled .. with fun 8955 El{es A'sk for Jennifer •"'
surprise! Love, MO; Spare, & Beth
wansn't it. From the part.yon Friday night
·
alot!!!RED
m_o ments ranging from bad-TV reception
to the great time we had ori Saturday
to running for .buses· and-missing the end Chevette Hatchback for sale: 1 ~76,
Scott G You are definitely becoming part
night things just kept on happening. It's a
of movies! B_y ·the way, do you have any 87,000 miles. Body in good shape, engine
Brett, Tony, Tony, Mark, Hank, Mike, Pete,
of the furniture,want to vacuum ,on
good thing we know how to have fun,
Great
.
cassette
AM/FM
work.
some
neds
Noxzem,:1, I seem to have this rash. Thanx
h at you were really
George; Leon, Rick, Ken, Ross, Eric, Tom,
Wednesday,! heard t _
huh? But Sunday morning was pretty
Marcie for tolerating me and have a great . all purpose economicaJ car. $_1 ,ooo· or
and Brad-Great job guys-Have a Blatz on
into that sort of thing.What about painting
good, I can't remember a time when I just
best offer. Caroline 868-1522
B-day celebration . Alia.
me! Get · Psyched for the pledge
my toenails red sometime?,Well then
sat arour-id· all morning· fike we did. Next
All
boots
Women's
pair
ONe
sale.
for
out
find
might
Bill
cuz
know
't
don
I
dance.XIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXIXI
again
alright.
be
to
cake
-WHP - Eyerything is going.
ye_ar will be great - Aerobics will be
XI
and get jealous ... thanks for all the things
. Pledging will go well, I'm ·sure. Don't leather, burgundy, (black 3" heel) side
We'll take the physical education
you've done for me and Jen too, you are a _Joana-Can I come by and visit sometime?
department by storm. Take care of that
worry . <;1bout me, just worry about zipper, size 81/?, condition: excellent, worn
Was
selling?
I
m
Why
times;
5
approz,
PEACHES
...
sweetheart
cold - Sorry I got you, sick! Love, Susan.
yourself, cuz I will be he.re if you need me,
given similar pair. Call 868-7347 MOn
P.S. Don't worry about anything,
but you have to let me know.
and Fri. 12-5:00 pm Tues and Thurs 12everything always works out for the best.
.
. . · _S_UMMER JOB
2:00 pm Fina! sale.
Child Care - part or f.uH time, now or
Stephanie and Kathy - Look out for next
Cape Cod, Martha's Vineyard,-and Nantucket have thousands of good
summer. Several positions abailable in Traynor Tx-9.4 Cabiet for sale, 200 Watt
year! More parties like the o.ne on Friday
paying jobs available to students and teachers this summer. A directory
Seacoast area private h'onies ·-Experience capacity none 8" speakers, excellent
oight!!, We a·re so psych,ed that you guys
listing the~e jobs by employer also includes complete housing info and job
! :lssary. Also · conditions $200Call Nicko·~Jeannie 868and dependability nec_
are gqing to be our roommates - we'll
'
accepting registrations tor· fiome tiealth 5928, 659-2580
application forms. Summer 19~4 Directory: ready no·w. For copy send
have · '?,uch a good time. We must have
care, housekee·p irig, "house-sitting", and Dean Elite Guitar for sale. Very Good
lunch or dinner sometime at TP - soon.
(includes 1st Class Postage and handling) to:
$3.00
yar(l and garden maintenance postions. Condition Tiger STripe Finish , Top of the
Name the time and we'll be tllere. ·Love, CAPE COD SUMMER JOB BUREAU .
Call HELP-AT-HOME Placement line with hardshell case. $400 Call Nick or
Susan and Karla
SEr-vice,, 749-13252
Barnstable. MA 02630
.Box 594, Room
Jeannie 868-5928, 659-2580
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-W-ORD FIND

, TURN'¥0UR

NURSING .DEGREE
.INTOGOLD.

They're the gold ~bars o(a second.lieutenant in the
-Army Nurse Corps. As an Ariny·Nurse, you'll be an officer, :
. with_all the respect and.dignity that.go with being an officer.
You'll have the opportunity to continue your educatio~, to add .a variety of professtonal skills, _to grow ln your
. profession.
.·
·, · ·.· · . . · ·
· · If you're working.on your BSN or if you already have a
BSN and are registered to practice in the United Stat~s or : ·
·
Puerto Rico, you could be eligi-,
.ble to.become an Army Nurse.
. Tofindoutwhat
. you want-to know
·about Army Nursing, .
call MAJ Deborah A.
~· BelL Call collect:
301-677-4891 or 301- ·

0)

The

-action
against
canceri ·
· american
,·
. cancer society ~-- .
i

677-4706. --

.r

THE STRA-FFORD IIOfJSE :~~:;. · .
T If E S

.Semester atSea

qnd

iRAFFi>R/J,:Miiv,<fR~..

THE
· WO.R .L D _,

.

'

.

.

.

. ·

.

'

.

.

~ / .·

Student Rer(tals.arid•Sµm,mer .R~ntals

-.IS YOUR
. "CAMPU~t

· . · .·•). ~tJ~t{t.if(i~"Y',' _} .·

TWO AROUND-THE
. WORLD SAILINGS
·EACH YEAR

, ·ACCOMMOIJ"ATIONS~,~-?;_.
it;{· ·•' "'}1:(':f;:. t;t~- ·::·_
,. . <}-.
·.I , . ·

·oaoaMS In Februaru lrom FOM Laudal'dala i ·
anli·tn saotamner lrom s11ania unm stoosin; I
Jaa;an:-Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, ·srl Lanka,,,
lndla.JIHl!I.._ turkeu. Greece. and soatn. ·

-

•

"( •• .

__ _: , ,
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.

. >-
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.

.
:.---·
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·\
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a

-SLIDE SHOUJ: ,uesdau, Aor11 11th,-. STOKE ·GAMES 100111 ;at_t:a.oom, ·"
.WiJdnesdau, APl'II 18th In RAnDALL MAHI LOUNG~ at 7:30'. o_lil~~\.'\1, ', ..: - .
·'·

·' ;;;.

The_Strafford Hous·e. .and the Strafford' Ma~or ~·re· located .•..
. in the heart of Durham, NH with.- ali the f.acilities of the ·
:. ' . University of New~~am·p~hfre· within w ·a lking .distance .. .

Reorese'ntatl~8.Will be in Stllllngs TUesdau, Aorll 17th.''i;~,am.--:.2 om .
" and Huddleston
Wednesdau, AorH 18th, 10-2.'
· : : <:::
. \ '\; · ·~- ~ .
,· . . '

.

<,

Electric.' heat with inoividual 1:hei:mostats. ;_ . .
WalLto waH carpeting .
All rooms completely -furnished. .
_,/;ff·, _,
Refrigerator, ~tove, ahd :sink in each room.) {
··
Telephone and ,t elevision jacks: . '." ;._• a,:-:<:}
TV Cable available.
Parking avajlabie. Laundrom~t. _ ~. ~~- ··.· -•· _
Lounge area . Year--ro_und_Patio. ,~ · . .

Sponsored by the University of Pittsbu·rgh, Semester
at Sea offers ..students an .academic; ·, program of the ·
highest standards with related in-port experiences. This
full semester is available to qualified. students from all
accredited· colleges .arid universities~
With faculty drawn from the University-of Pittsburgh ,
and other leading universities and augmented by guest
experts, more than 60 university courses are off~red.
Optional tours, including special tours· into the Peo. \pie's Republic of China, are available.
·
·
. - The S.s~ UNIVERSE is a fully air-·conditioned,
18,000 ' ton ship, registered in • Liberia and built :in
America. Semester at· Sea admits· students without
_ . _,
. regard to color, race or creed.

.

.,~

Single and double occu~~Jf'1;J"', '•.• •·•

.

[_:-·•.'

.

••--..... ,

.
{

~.i:~

..,,,
-'\.

. Rental _Office·a t'
The Sfrafford house ,
--~!fflftffl!II.
·. - ·868-2192

'14 ·s hafford.Ave.
.

Durham:,~·
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---------CREW--------

(continued from page 23)
victories . the novice women . URI .in another intense duel to
will be strong competition in finish at.6:07, one second ahead
the upcoming New England of URI. ·
..It was a rough race, but the ·
championship, Lessard said.
· The novice •A' boat .won the fact that we won anyway
J.V. race at 6:48 beating showed that we rowed
another UNH boat and URI competitively," novice
·- whowasthirdat7:0I.The'B ' lightweight Neil Fitch
boat had a powerful win over . commented.
.. The heavyweights really
Lowell's •A' boat finishing at
came together," Gardener said.
7: 17 to Lowell's 7:49.
The novice men are th_e first heavyweight eight
displaying "considerable proved more than a match for
improvements" according to Lowell finishing at 6: 14 to
coach Doug Gardener. The Lowell's · 6:32. The second
lightweights triumphed over heavyweight rowed effectively

Jii•~~~7'i:~~~~;=e:=;~--ii ..'
-- -

to beat URI by ten seconds
with a ·time of 6:21. According .
to Gardener, "the riovice men
are real contenders for the New ·
Englands."

The · varsity · and novice
lightweight men will combat ·
Coa·st Guard Academy
lightweights in the fii:st home '.
race this Friday at 4:30 p.m ..

. ',;·!!\lr'.Q'UafitV":t;rsett-~-' .

. ·.

..... . ......;:- '· .

iSl.181111'-1.. ·-~~ .111n11:,~?>
. .·
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Open"Thursdays, · 10. .·5 .
·Main -Street, Durham_.

•·

1

·.·RESUME'S ,
The resume is·a misunderstood part of the joft--huntittg,
process. .
.

.

.

U nderstanding what a resume ca_n and must do fl>r you
_
·
·
is as iri1port(tnt as the resume itself.

in the.job-~ttiitg ,.

process. · Our resume will help you as you ,begin 1:h.e
· most important marketing effort of your life.- ·
,

-. C~itfis.to~ an .appointment!
.

.

RETAIL COIISULTAIIJ SEIIUICES -

enjoy yourself

17 .Madbury Roa<./. Suite 3 ..,--

.~

.

.and .Lofflb.-

.

Rayban Sunglasses

Paying for College?
ALPS Makes th~
Climb Easier.

.fLtJN~'ffKOPTIQUEJ
.

.

LICENSED OPTrCtANS

· 411 CENTRAL AVE., DOVER .749-209!

DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS & SENIOR CITIZENS
. WILL no, APPLY on.SALE & n

THE NUCLEAR
FREEZE
AND
THE ARMS RACE
a talk by Congressman

noaman·D'Amouas

.

I

We ~rite re~'uliu{s that b'uild on your ·strengths and· .
accomplishments. Wf{ia,Jor your ;esumf! to meet yout'
specific situation.

and

AL~Altemative Loans for Parents
and Students-is a new·program that
makes college financing easier. _
Developed by the New Hampshire Higher
Education ~istance .Foundation, ALPS ·
lets you borrow up to $10,000 per year fo~
educational expenses and take years to
repay. ALPS -also features life insurance at no extra
cost, a multi-year loan plan, and a $40,000
lifetime loan limit You can even use ALPS to
education loans.
refinance
_As a non-profit
organization, we can
offer ALPS loans at
rates as much a:, 3% to
5% lower than the cost
of personal loans o, commercial tuition payment
plans.
To make thi~ even
~ier, you can apply
for your ALPS loan
entirely by mail.

other

NH 1st District
_ Representative to Congre~s
and Candidate for -U.S. Senate

Tuesdau, Aoril 17

-a:ao o.m.

Parsons L101

_ _ _State - - - - . New Hamp.wre's student loan
1962.
~ aaency

sponsored by

smce

Coalition For Disarmament
and Peace
and

--~- -· ,·

_

in

· We have fifteen years experience

. t

--

spring and summer:_ctottliQQ· '. ' fc,r .ba rg-a pric.e s at . .-.

.. We had a solid, stable row,"
novice heavyweight Brian
Cechony said, "Everyone is
psyched."

Get outside

.

-

_::.__ ~ _ - : - -_ _ _ _ _ _

- ~/'...

Democratic Student Organization
-f

.\
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Cycling team grabs a first and a .second
· By Mike Cloutman

the field, placing second infield forced to chase the field down
S i e b e rt , M a n g e n e , a n d maneuvered for pos1t1on
spring. and sixth place overall. . after suffering a crash on a rainThe UNH eycling team Gunde_rsen in third thru fifth. among the others in
After a di's app0inting race on sl_icked corner. UN H's Greg
traveled to New Jersey and In the field sprint for the contention. Coming into the
Saturday, Dunn bo'unced back Du bit maintained solid
New York for a weekend of remaining places Salter, final lap Cloutman advanced in
in Sunday's event on a course position in the field sprint to
racing at Drew University and Erickson and Herrin came in the field sprint to place fourth
more to his liking. Chuck take fourth, followed closely by
West Point. Competing against seventh, ninth, and eleventh overa'll. Starrett found himself
Lawrence finished 15th overall, Carlso Alverez, Ben Thayer,
.
the
by
sapped
pqsition,
poor
i~
ten other colfegiate teams, the overall.
In the men's "B" race Doug cold rain a_n d aggressive riding · despite a crash late in the race · and Bob Farrell.
UNH riders combined depth,
in which he lost valuable
talent and teamwork to take · Tanner extended his winning · at the front of the pack, settling
A computer snafu led to a .
position in the field. Mike
first and second places over the streak from last week by for 12th place in the final event.
The three teams combined to
Cloutman, a rider not known scoring error and created
forcing the pace of his threetwo days of racing.
for his climbing ability, was confusion among teams and
Despite a cold rain and slick man break-away and lapping give UNH a sizeable margin of
forced to withdraw halfway coaches and the ever-changing
streets UNH swept the men's the field. Bob Farrell surprised victory over nine other teams,
· . scoring system worked against
through 'the race.
"A"','"B", and women's races at himself and his rain-soaked defeating rival Stoneybrook by
The women's race· and the - UNH. Rival Stoneybrook took
Drew University. The 3/ 4 mile teammates b>; breaking-away fifty-six points. Sunday's race
men's "B" race rode together in the team title by a mere ten
course featured · seve ra I from the , remaining riders to at West Point proved to be a
a single event due to time points due to a scoring system
s w·e e ping corners that place fourth. Carlos Alverez different story as Stoneybrook
coustraints · on · the closed that counted the first three
·demanded the utmost in bike- won the field ·sprint for fifth . turned the tables and edged out
circuit. Cindy Mangene found team places in the men's races
handling skills. In· the 15 mile , place while Bob Campbell and UNH in c.losely-contested race.
The West Point course . · set
women's n:ttc the threesome . of Den Thayer followed in 8th and ·
herself surrounded by her "B" · and only two places in the
team companions in a move women's event. Had the race
Kaki Siebert, Lisa Gundersen, _l]tth__ e_!ac~~-~n the 21 n1ile event. . admidst the scenery of the
he 32 mile meri;s "A" race· Hudson River and Gothic
that proved to be decisive in the . been scored on another basis
and Cindy Mangene· quickly
women's race. I\1angene rolled · UNH would have taken the
established the winning break- featured extremely aggressive architecture of the U.S.
·
away from the women's field, team title.·
away with two other riders riding a-nd dangerously fast- Military Academy, wound
as well as several. "B" team .
from Drew and Penn State. Liz paced cornering. While . around a 1.5 mile circuit that
Despite the bad weather and
competitors, impressing
Salter, Laurel Erickson, Becky Stoneybrook rider He.witt favored the climbing specialspectators and riders with her number-crunching .by West
Herrin, and-Vicky Heathwood Thayer exploded from the field ists. A long grade and steep
smo~th and powerful clitpbing Point .c omputer jockeys; the
controlled the tempo of the in the- first ten laps, . Dean ·uphill finish line took its toll as
fi~ld while the wirining break- ·. Starrett, Chuck Lawrence, and many riders were forced to
lap after lap. Mangene's weekend was quite successful.
victory, along with a fine third . All UNH riders gained
away gained momentum. In the · Mike Cloutman established abandon the race.
place finish by Lisa Gundersen valuable experience and
final lap the women from Drew themselves in the field. As the . · On_ce again · Stoneybrook's
and Penn Statt! emerged from race progressed Lawrence Thayer outclassed the men's
ai:id st rong performances l:>y .solidified their reputation as a ·
Liz Salter and Becky Herrin team to be reckoned · with in
the last corner slightly ahead of succumbed to hypothermia· "A" field, despite a three-man
(5th and 6th) put UNH out Eastern Collegiate Cycling.
the UNH trio to take first and and . was forced to withdraw, ' chase group that included
second pla~es followed by while Coutman and Starrett UNH"s De.an Starrett'. Thayer . front in the team competition. Next week's race is at Yale and .
soloed to victory in the final
The arduous climb pre- the season winds up .-at the
· ·
·
Ch
vented Doug Tanner from E
five laps, .but Starrett burst
amp10nsh1ps at .
astern
escaping by himself, but ·he
from the chase ·g roup to steal
. Penn State April 28. This
. second place· by a bike·-length.
rode well enough to take third weekend's results in New Jersey .
A race.:.wise Fred Dunn showed
place _in the "B" .race. His and New York place UNH
poise and experience by
placing ·is .all the more among the heavy favorites in
·
maintaining . solid position in • noteworthy because he was the East.

SPORTS SHORTS

;WREST·L ING

BANQUET

Senior David Yale was named the Outstanding Wrestler of
the 1984 University of New Hampshire squad. Yale received
his award at the annual wrestling banquet Saturday night at
:the UN H Alumni Center.
Yale, of Tenafly, N.J., turned in a 31-6-2 record this past
' .season and won his second straight New England title. He i~
the first UN H wrestler to win back-to-back titles. He also set
; the UNH recor.d for most wins in a season and in a career. In
addition, Yale also took home the trophy for most team
.
.
points scored.
Sophomore Tim Weckwerth won the team~s award for .
Most Improved Wrestler. A native of Hudson. N.H ..
Weckwerth posted a 17-14 record this past year. .
Freshman Dave Beaulieu. also of Hudson. won the award
as the team's Most Dedicated Wrestler and also took the
trophy for most pins. Beaul.ieu had a 20-2-2 record this
season. including five pins. He is the first UNH freshman to
_ .
win the New England title..
The trophy for quickest pin went to sophomore· Dave
·
Gamer. who shouldered one opponent in 28 seconds.
Neal Zonfrelli. who won a 'New England title and posted a
!- . 17-6-1 record, was named co-captain of _next year's squad
a'long with Weckwerth.

Co-rec h-hall second at B.U. ,
two teams receiving invitations · comprised of Hubbard Hall
By Scott Burrill
to the regiona' I tournah1ent in residents. They included Scott
On Saturday April 7. two
Boston. Teams were comprised · Dickinson. Rick Davis. Kristin
UNH intramural co-rec
of 2 men and a woman ori the
Piper and Meg- O'Conncr.
"basketball teams represented
themselves well in a 14 team · floor at all times. with one male · After an opening round loss.
and . one female substitute · Hubba rd .put a string of
double elimination half court
allowed .
vic'tori-es together before
New · England Regional
bowing out in the quarter finals
bas.ketball tournament, held in
Boston University's Case
Winni rig the UN H tourna- . of the 1·oser's bracket.
Center.
ment and finishing second in
Former UN H Club Sports
The teams invited to the
Boston after breezing through
regional tournament in Boston
the winners bracket of the Coordinator ·and now
culminated from tournaments
double elimination bracke;,t was Recreation Coordinator at
played on many New England , a team dubbed the Boggi's Boston U niv~rsity. was pleased
college campuses, which wer.e
Bunch . · Its members included with the good sportsmanship
co-sponsored by Schick and . Carl Boggis, Dan Grip, Dan displayed by all the participants involved. and is in hopes
the participating College
Hurle~1 and Nancy Specker.
Recreation Departments.
The other team traveling to that Schick will co-sponsor
At UNH 14 teams vied •for
Boston after its second place · another tournament next vcar
the 3 on 3 · All Campus
showing in the _UNH with the possible additi(rn ·of a
_Championship with the top · tournament was a team men's division.

No-rthwes tern- over·
,the lax-wome n 8-4
By Jane Friedlander
Saturday April 14th brought
the UN H women's .lac·ro-sse
team · into a game ·with
Northw·estern, ~played _on
Northeastern 's field in Boston.
Despite a valient fight the
Wildcats were defeated by a
score of 8-4. A strong defensiv~
performance was turned out in
the first half by the Wildcats.
. but Northwestern stopped any
offensive movement. The end
of the first half had . the
Wildcats down by a score of 50.
The second half showed
more typical Wildcat play.
Momentum was gathered and a
flurry of goals were scored.
Suzie Haynes(9 white)controls the ball in front of the net. The women~s lacrosse teain dropped an Northwestern managed to
outdistance the threat UNH
8-4 decision to Northwestern Saturday.(Frank Consentino p~oto>

posed by scoring the additional
goals needed . Four different
women scored during the
second half challenge. displayed
by the Wildcats. Scorers were:
K·a ren Geromini. S a ra
Kittrege . . Amy Walsh and
Pauline Collins each with a
single goal. Sharing the goal
tending - duties · were Robin.
Bafducci and Deb Cram for
UN H and together · they
mounted 19 saves. while the
Northwestsern goalie made
only 17. This game t;>rings the
Wildcats' record to 3-2 on the
season .
T~e team will get a chance to
make up for this upsetting loss

this afternoon when they face
Yale at 3:30 in their second
home performance.
j--.
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By Mary Penney
thirty seconds ahead of Lowell·
According to Chris Allsopp, at 6:23.
head . crew coach, the
"Even though they won early
competition wasn't very strong, · in the race, they rowed· hard,
but with only three weeks trying to gain something from
before the New England this easy victory, •~coach Cecily ,
· Championship Regatta, each Croft said. ·
race counts. The pasf
In the lightweight race, the
weekend's wins · against ·URI women rowed in a J.V. race,
and Lowell were a step toward putting · them at a size
conquerii;ig that championship. disadvantage, according to ·
· "Each weeke.nd we must Croft. In this rac_e against a
· learn how to race hard-better UN If novice 'A' boat and ·URI,
and . better," Allsopp said. the lightweights "put in a good
! Accorqirtg
to Allsopp, "the . showing, staying close to the
· varsity men rowed a good piece novice boat despite the
and anytime they row a good - disadvantages," Croft said.
piece, they're making p·r ogress : · They finished second at 6:55.
towards the National
The. varsity women also
Championship." The varsity raced a heavy and a light four.
men 's heavyweight captured In both races·, Wellesley
. th~ 2000 meter sprint in 6:00 College finished first with
leaving Lowell struggling thirty . commanding leads. The .light·
· seconds behind.
four has been rowirig well in
In the lightweight , race, '. practices, Croft said, and
another battle was \mderway "raced well" on Saturday,
for the eight lean Wildcats. finishing third at 8:23 only one
. UNH finished behind URI by second behind URI. In the
just ·three seconds, at 6:04, heavy four, difficulties were
scaring U RI , a strong overcome to finish a strong
confender for the . National · second at . 8:08 behind
Championship in Philadelphia · Wellesley, beating Lowell. The
, Allsopp said. ·
heavy four hadn't .rowed
The varsity women rowed together until this tace. "They
~with "completely controlled just got in the boat and rowed/
'lii,intensity'-' according to rower Croft said. ·
. The UNH crew team in action. They defeated both Rhode Island and Lowell easily .(Heidi Witty Deb McGinley. The heavyThe novice women's 'A' and .
photo) .
weight eight pulled a boat 'B" boats finished first
, ·
length ahead of Lowell right at -according to - coach Marc
the start and continued to gain Lessard_, a~ging to the UNH
open -water for the remaining
2000 meters. They finished
CREW, page 21

St. Pauli Girls defeat Green-

By Ma,rtha Leighton
open · up a commanding lead
The NH St. Pauli 'Girls with a three-point kicked goal;
Wome.n_:s,R ygb;:~Club trayelled but th_e kick was not goo.d, and
to Dartmouth Saturda)', the first half ended .with
picking up their third win of the Dartmouth lea&ng 4-0.
season. In a close game, the
The Pauli Girls ·turned the
Pa1i"li Qirls squeaked _by tables 1n the second half,
,Dartmouth, 8A.
scoring within- -the first fiye
. Dartmouth dominated the minutes on a breakaway - by
first half of the game, holding right wing Meliss Doll. The
the Pauli Girls behind their Pauli Girls stormed back again
own 25 yard line for rriost of the · on the kickoff, quickly coming
:25 minute period. The Pauli · within scoring range. A try by
Girls penetrated · Dartmouth prop Ellen Praught was
territory only once during the awarded despite dispute over
half. while the •Dartmouth boundary lines, ·a nd the St
backfield threatened to score Pauli Girls moved ahead.
repeatedly. Tight defensive, During the final minutes of the
work by the Pauli Girls scrum game, Dartmouth threatened
and clutch tackling by their to score again, forci.n g several
backs contained Dartmouth line outs and set scrums
scoring attempts, allowing the virtually on the Pauli Girls try
Green onl); one try. A penalty fine, by the Pauli Girls
against the Pauli Girl_s directly repeatedly kicked the ball away
in front of their own uprights to preserve their lead and win
gave Dart.rnouth a chance to the _game 8-4.

a

In B-side action, the St Pauli
Girls combined forces with
. members of the Dartmouth A(continued from page 24)
side to play the Dartmouth
freshman team. Although the
Dartmouth freshman played · starting rightside . of their process." The weather that has
hard, they were smothered by · infield, Brock and Jurkoic .
caused scheduling and
th _e more e~pe_rience ;d ,. On ~the ~rogress of _L~a~h's practicing headaches does not
Dartmouth-Pauh Girls team, and Scharf s shoulder mJunes, help .
who won 14-0. T·he Pauli Girls Connors said, '!They are - The 'Cat's record is now l f~
players,· playing out of their coming back but they aren't . 5, 4-2 in ·the North. UNH is
normal positions, scored all 14 · ~bl~ to go more than three scheduled to play at Browrt
, points, with Martha Leighton mnmgs." . .
_
tomorrow, but because of the
at fly-half scoring two tries,
"Bowdom 1s a g?~d team, ex·p ected rainy, _weather it
Lisa . Deshaies at scrum-half · but not the type of h1ttmg team looks doubtful they _will play ~t
tallying one; a·nd Ellen we'll face later,'' said C~rnnor. UMass on April 18th. The next
Fitanides at, wing forward Coach .Connor's reflection of . home game is . agains)
kicking one successful point his offense -is "our_ hit_ti~g is still. N o-rtheastern on Saturday:
after.
not good, but 1t 1s a slo~ ·--~p~il_ 2 !_at l :00.
·

----BA SEBA LL----

UM~in e overco mes
- deplet ed traCkm en
By Bob Arsenault
time of I :59.2 and Dan Grimes
The men's irack squad wqs took the top spot in the 440y.
undermanned and lost to · His time was 5.J.2.
Maine 92 to 62, on Saturday.
. Pole vaulter Steve Campbell
"We didn't have enough, was first in his event clearing
depth," sc:}.id coach Jim 14'3". "We were jumping
Boulanger. "if we only had one indoors which hurts the
person in an event, they performances," Campbell said .
(Maine) would put three or "There wasn't m_uch competifour people into it to pick up tion but it was still one of my
. some easy points. ·spring . better jumps. Coach Boulanger
requires - at - least two deserves a lot of credit because
competitors in each event and he has trained me well."
one of them must score. Still,
-An excellent example of the
the team we had gave it a depth of performers that coach
· competitive all.''.
· Boulanger wants is shown by
Highlights of the meet for . the javelin. UN H took all three
1JNH were . given by Paul places .to . sweep the : event.
Hinsch , who won the I 00m, the David Wells was first at 213'9",
. 400m intermediate hurdles and Todd Schwendenmann threw
the 120~ high hurdles. M.\ke 206'1 "and Todd-Lictmann \,\/as ·
Caruso took the 880y _with .a ·third with a throw of 200'1 ".
1
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Jim· MacKenzie practicmg the steeple ch_~se. The men'~ track tea~ _w~s_defeat~,d by Maine
Saturday.(Bob Arsenault photo) ·· · :,...,,. ,.,, ' .r-. ,· ·. . • , · ·' .,..,., _.. ,.., ·., . ,,,, ::"" ·, ..•,.,· ·· ._,. ,., "· - ,_,.
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Basebal l pitchers deal double goose eggs .
By Steve Garabedian ·
Led by the standout pitching
of Stan Jurkoic and Dan
Leach, the UN H baseball team
swept Bowdoin 6-0 and 2-0.
II) the opener Jurkoic (1-0)
was in command most of the
way. giving up only two hits in
six innings. He never allowed a
baserunner past second base.
Senior Dave Scharf relieved in · the seventh letting up on"Jy one
hit. It was Scharf's first
appearance since his shoulder
·
injury.
Jurkoic was backed b.v some
outstanding pla~'s in th·e field,
.notably rightfield er Mike
Shriner and centerfielder Steve
Rewucki.
Rewucki ran down a drive in
- deep left center about 400 feet ·
awav. Shriner made two
acrobatic catches in the game.
The first one was in the second
inning. On a ball headed
tow.ard the right center field
gap, Shriner dove and with his .
bod y parallel to the ground,
gloved it.
· Shriner's next defensive gem
was in third· inning. The ball
was sliced down the rightfield
line a nd was tailing away from
him, but Shriner was able to
·
di ve and catch it.
r id~y the baseball team ~wept_ a doubleheader from
The offense finall y - broke -- A UNll player dives back into first base ah~ad of the pick-off attempt. F_
thr o ugh in the fourth inning Bowdoin 6-0 and 2-0. Turning in fine pitching performances were Stan Jurkmc and ,Dan Leach.(J1m Millard photo)
burst. Bob Block's descnpt!on of, the play . Shriner being thrown out at the
with ~a s ix
Leach pitched out ofajam in a Jon Gilbert double .
Conner started it off with a was. "I caught his ( Kra unelis')
plate. Shrjner threw a fullback the fifth frame. and Dennis
U NH\ injur~' list continued
base hit over the shortst o p's knee in my quad." The extent
block at K ra unelis, but he was McCarthy• relieved him in the · to grow when Jurkoic\ leg
hea d . M arty Block turned to of the injury is still unknown .
able to hold on to the ball. With sixth. In · his first showing since tightened up on him aft er the
bunt then _swung away. The He is out indefinitely.
the six run lead. the Wildcats his shoulder injury, Leach went. first game. "He pulled a mu scle
th ird ba seman wa_s unable to · The inning continued when
glided to victory.
fi ve innings giving up only one around the hamstring area
· field it cleanl y, so Block wa s Masteralexis scored on Bob
. during warm-ups." said UN H
In the nightcap. teach sailed hit while striking out six.
safe at first, Tom Murphy - Soucy's swinging bunt for the
through the first three innings
UN H added an insurance head coach T ed Connors.
sacrificed both runners along third run of the frame. Soucy
with a 1-0 lead on Connor\ run in the sixth inning. Soucy "He 'll be out for at least a
and Jim M asteralexis walked stole second prompting Peach
R BL single in the second. but singled with two out. stole _ week." UN H now has lost the
loading the bases. Rewucki to be walked intentionally.
ran into trouble in the fourth . second and crossed the plate on BASEBALL, page 23
then singled over shortstop Shriner singled to left to bring
With two out. a Bowdoin
in Rewucki.
scoring Connors and Block.
bunter crushed a pitch to" deep
Walt Pohle followed with a
There was a collision on the
rightfield. Shriner backpla~' bet"ween Block and towering shot over the
pedaled immediately and
Bowdoin's catcher Leo centerfielder's head. Soucy and
leaped backwards toward his
Craunelis: Block was i_nju_red. Peach scored on the play with
left to . make a spectacular -·

run

Trackwom en s·o lid
at UMJ\SS relays

·-Lisa Klein handing -off to Jean Reilly as part of the second place 4x880 yd. relay team.(Bob
·
Arsenault photo)
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By Bob Arsenault
Despite on and off showers relay.
Diane Spillane and Michelle
and some very .c old weather,
the UNH women's track team Cochran qualified for both the
turned in .s ome very· soiid New Englands and the ECAC
performances at the U Mass regionals in the 200m. They ran
identic·al times of 25.6, and it
· relays in Amherst.
Coach Nancy Krueger was was a new PR for Cochran.
happy with all the results. "The Marcia Brown took sixth in the
athletes who were able. to · 4.00m intermediate hurdles and
compete did very well. UMass 'set a new PR -of 68.5 in the
is a great track to run on and process.
"Marcia ran a great race only
their staff organizes the meet
well every year. Our only one tenth of a second away
problem was the weather, from qualifying · for the Ne.w
which forced us • to withdraw Englands," said Krueger. "She
from the last five events: the .was sick last week but she came
4xl10, 4x440, the s_print backstrortg."
Jean Reilly and Julie Wolny
medley, the 1.500m and the
triple jump or risk an injury." took sixth and seventh place n
. The top finisher of the day the 800m. Reilly ran 2:21 .8 and
for UNH was Anne' Miller in Wolny lowered her PR five
the 3000m run: It was a tough · seconds to 2:21.9. Rounding
race all the way and her margin out the track events were Diane
of victory over third place Spillane, Michelle Cochran;
finisher was only a step. "I , and Aleshia Davis, who all
caught up with her at the mile qualified for the New Englands
and just couldn't pull away. My in the IO0m with matching
kick at the ~nd· was probably times of 12 .8.
In the field events, Sandy
the difference.'' Miller also set a
new PR in the 880 of 2:23.6 as Richter was fifth in the javelin
she, Julie Wolny, Lisa Klein with a throw of 123'10" and
and Jean Reilly qualified for Aleshia Davis was sixth in the
the Ne.w Englands in the 4x880 long jump with a leap of I 6 '5 ".

